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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
"'Child labour has sevious consequences that stay with the individual and with society for 
far longer than the years of childhood. Young workers not only face dangerous working 
conditions. They face long-term physical, intellectual and emotional stress. They face an adulthood 
of unemployment and illiteracy". (Kofi A. Annan, Secretary General of United Nations). 
(www.antislave'ry.org/homepage/antislavery/childlabour.htm) 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1- WHO IS A CHILD? 
1.2- DEFINITIONS OF CHILD LABOUR 
1.3- DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CHILD LABOUR AND CHILD WORK 
r.4- FORMS OF CHILD LABOUR 
1.5- CAUSES OF CHILD LABOUR 
1.6- MAGNITUDE OF CHILD LABOUR (UTTAR PRADESH AND KERALA / ANDHRA 
PRADESH) 
The significance and the importance of the child lie in the fact that the child is the universe. 
If there was no child, there would be no humanity and there cannot be a universe without 
humanity. Therefore, mankind owes to the child best that it has to be given. If there is no proper 
growth of child today, the future of the country will be in dark. It is thus an obligation of every 
generation to bring up children who will be citizen of tomorrow in a proper way. Today's children 
will be the leader who will hold the country's banner high and maintain the prestige of the nation. 
If a child goes on a wrong path it is just because of lack of proper attention, training and guidance, 
it will indeed be a deficiency of the society and of the present government. Every society must, 
therefore, devote full attention to ensure that children are properly cared for and brought up in a 
proper atmosphere where they should receive adequate training, education and guidance in order to 
achieve a respectful place in a society when they grow up. 
Both at the national level and the international level great interest is being shown in the 
matter of welfare of children. Children need special protection because of their tender age, 
physique and easily unsettled mentality. They are a "supremely important national asset," and the 
future well-being of the nation depends as on how children grow and develop. They need special 
law to protect them from exploitation and fraud, to save them from certain liabilities and to 
develop their personality in view of their weak position. A study team of Social Welfare has 
rightly stated, "The importance of child welfare services lies in the consideration that the 
personality of a man is built up in the formative years, and the physical and mental health of the 
nation is determined largely by the manner in which it is shaped in the early stages." 
It is not an exaggeration to say that the children are the blooming flowers of the garden of 
society and so, it is our duty to protect these flowers from damaging effects of excessive exposure 
to heat, cold and rain. It is quit imperative to give vent to the thought of Hon'able Mr. Justice 
Subba Rao who has rightly observed: "Social justice must begin with children. Unless tender plant 
is properly tended and nourished, it has little chance to growing into a strong and useful tree. So, 
first priority in the scale of social justice shall be given to the welfare of children." Similarly, 
Gabriel, Mistral of Chile, Nobel Prize winner poet, has rightly highlighted: "We are guilty of many 
errors and many faults, but our worst crime is abandoning the children, neglecting the fountain of 
life. Many of the things we need can wait. The child cannot. Right now is the time his bones are 
being formed, his blood is being made and his sense being developed. To him, we cannot answer, 
'Tomorrow.' His name is 'Today.' 
In this background, the proposed study plans to examine child labour in brass industry in 
Moradabad based on secondary sources. I have used Census, NSSO data and supplemented with 
primary and secondary data collected by various social scientists and NGOs. Map 1.1 shows 
Moradabad district, the area under study. I have made an attempt in comparing U.P. with Kerala 
and Andhra Pradesh in seeking plausible explanations for child labour elimination. 
Map 1.1: Map of District Moradabad 
Today there are no two opinions that the children are the hope of parents and future of the 
nation and thus be given adequate opportunities and facilities for developing themselves. The 
growth of the child into a mature and happy person with fully developed personality largely 
depends upon the support and attention he / she receives from the society. If a child does not get 
proper education, diet and other facilities, his very development into a self-sustaining human being 
is dwarfed. The child because of his physical and mental immaturity needs special safeguards, it 
becomes, therefore, the duty of the state to protect children's rights by legislative and other means. 
The needs and requirements of the child, the primordial ground norm of this universe, the most 
innocence and helpless human being incapable of enforcing his legal rights, but to speak of 
demanding new rights obligate the state to secure him / her distributive justice. As distinguished 
from others, children are peculiarly susceptible to certain harms. They cannot raise their voice 
against those who injure them or deprive them of their rights. The peculiar position of the child 
arising from his physical and mental disability and position of dependence recognizes the need for 
the special provisions in many matters. The law should take care of all this in the interest in 
general welfare of child. The protective arm of the law, therefore, has to be long and strong enough 
if distributive justice to the adults of tomorrow is to be secured. 
However, child still has not been given proper attention and is being exploited by the 
people who achieve their selfish ends. This is quite evident from the Report of the Director 
General of International Labour Organization published in 1960. An accurate estimate of child 
labour, either from a qualitative or quantitative point of view, is not possible, yet the report 
discloses that: "Children and youth make up a fifth to a fourth or even a third of the total labour 
force in many of the industrializing countries. Young people between 15 to 19 make up 20 percent 
of the labour force of the Egyptian Region of the United Arab Republic, and a higher percentage in 
many of less developed Asian and African countries, and it should be noted that in most of the 
developed areas the great bulk of children seek to enter the labour force by the time they are 12, 13 
or 14, if they have not begun to work at a much earlier age" (Jaswal and Mehta, 1996: 1-5). 
Childhood is the initial, formative phase of life requiring appropriate care for growth and 
development. Childhood is not meant to work or earn. Unfortunately millions of children in India 
are deprived of the childhood in the sense that they are not provided conditions fit for their 
development. These children are unfortunate to forego their childhood and enter the workforce at 
an early age. Instead of being in school or at play, the young workers find themselves locked in 
drudgery. It is shocking that despite over five decades of Indian independence, child labour is still 
a harsh reality contrary to all proclamations in the Indian constitution (ILO, 1993:17). 
Asia records the highest concentration of child labour with 44.6 million children in the 10-
14 age groups. Africa follows with 23.6 million child workers. Three countries in south Asia 
namely, Bangladesh, India and Pakistan record the largest numbers of child labourers in the world. 
India ranks first in the number of child labourers in the world (Sooryamoorthy, 1998: 1). 
As per the Census 2001, there are 12.66 million economically active children in the age 
group of 5-14 years. Out of the 12.66 million children engaged in labour, approximately 5.78 
million were identified as the "main workers" who worked more than six calendar months per 
year. The other 6.88 million children were identified as "marginal workers" who worked less than 
six months per year. Most of these children are in agriculture, while a few are in manufacturing 
(www.hihseed.org/pdf/Fact_Sheet.pdf). 
l.I- WHO IS A CHILD? 
A "Child" according to Article 24 of the Constitution of India and the Child Labour 
(Prohibition and Regulation) Act of 1986 is a person below the age of fourteen years. The 
commonly accepted definition of a child in India is a person between 0 and 14 years of age (Sekar, 
2003: 2). Maria De La Luz Silva defines a "Child" as "someone who needs adult protection for 
physical, psychological and intellectual development until able to become independentiy integrated 
in to the adult world" (Mishra and Mishra, 2004: 13). The United Nations Convention on the 
Rights of the Child, Article 1 defines "Child" as "Any one below the age of eighteen years" 
(Quoted in Sekar, 2003: 2). 
1.2- DEFINITIONS OF CHILD LABOUR 
There is no universally accepted definition of "Child Labour". Varying definitions of the 
term are used by international organizations, non-governmental organizations, trade unions and 
other interest groups. Social scientists and activists do not always specify what definition they are 
using, and that often leads to conftision (www.childlaborphotoproject.org/childlabor.html). Any 
definition providing precise meaning normally has two components of the concept "Child 
Labour" i.e. 'Child' in terms of his nature, quantum and income generation capacity. Child labour, 
however, can broadly be defined as that augment of the child population which participates in 
work either paid or unpaid (Gol, 19??: 78). 
The Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act, 1986 has defined 'Child' as "a person 
who has not completed his fourteenth year of age." But before 1986 Act, minimum age of a child 
was 15 years under the employment of children Act, 1938. Under section 2(c) of the Factories Act, 
1948, child means a person who has not completed 15"^  years of age. Under section 2(11) of the 
Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act, 1986, Child means who has not completed his 14 
years of age. This is existing statutory age limit of the child. 
Child Labour means the employment of children under a specified legal age (EBM, 1978: 
329) and it is use of the children to work in factories or other places of employment (WBE, 1983: 
363). But the term child labour is more meaningfully defined by the United States Department of 
Labour as the employment of boys and girls when they are too young to work for hire, or when 
they are employed at jobs unsuitable or unsafe for children of their ages or under conditions 
injurious to their welfare. It is any employment that robs children of their rightful heritage of the 
chance for healthful development, full educational opportunities and necessary playtime (EA, 
1963: 461), child labour is, therefore the work done by a child at unfit age in contravention to the 
age limit prescribed under the existing statutory provision. 
The Gurupadaswamy Committee of child labour, which was constituted in India in 1979 to 
prohibit and regulate child labour, also defines the term 'child labour'. The committee recognized 
that the distinction had to be made between child labour and exploitation of child labour. Though 
both are problems of child labour, they are of different order. It had underlined that in all action 
dealing with child labour this basic aspect would have to be taken note, i.e. "labour becomes on 
absolute evil in the case of child, when he is required to work beyond his physical capacity. When 
hours of employment interferes with the quantum, his wages are not commensurate with the 
quantum of work done, and when the occupation he is engaged endangers his health and safety" 
i.e. when he is exploited. 
In India there is hardly any statutory provision which defines the term 'Child Labour' in 
precise terms. Generally age criterion is used to differentiate a child worker from an adult labourer. 
Census of India has modified the definition of workers and non-workers from one Census to 
another in enumerating child and adult workers. The reference period in which a person is 
considered as worker or non-worker has also changed from time to time. In 1971 and 1981 
Censuses of India, definitions of worker and non-workers have almost remained the same. In these 
Censuses the stress was on the concept of main activity i.e. on the economically productive pursuits 
in which weaker engaged himself/herself for most part of the time. As for seasonal work such as 
agriculture and ancillary pursuits, the main activity of a person was defined with reference to his or 
her work during the year preceding the enumeration. Further, if a person participated in 
economically productive work, not as a main activity or for most part of the year, he/she is not 
treated as worker but as marginal worker. Persons attending household duties, beggars, institutional 
population, etc. were not treated as workers (Quoted in Shandilya and Shakeel, 2003: 11). 
The word 'child labour' has been differently defined in various studies. According to the 
Child Labour Committee, "Child labour, however can broadly be defined as that segment of child 
population in work either paid or unpaid" (Quoted in Shandilya and Shakeel, 2003: 9-10). In their 
study of working children in Bombay, Singh has held a view that "Child labour means a working 
child who is between 6 and 15 years of age, is not attending school during the day, is working 
under an employer or is learning some trade as an apprentice" (Singh, 1980: 23). According to 
Operations Research Group (ORG), "A working child is that child who was enumerated during the 
survey as a child falling within the 5-15 age brackets and who is at remunerative work may be paid 
or unpaid, within or outside the family" (ILO, 1983). In the study titled as working Children in 
Urban Delhi conducted by the Indian Council of Child Welfare, "Every child below 14 years, who 
contributed to the family income or was gainfully employed including those marginally working, 
was treated as a worker" (Gol, 1977: 125). According to V. V. Giri (Former President of India), 
"Child Labour has been distinguished in two senses: "First, as an economic practice and second as 
a social evil. The first signifies the employment of children in gainfiil occupation with a view to 
adding income of the family. The second aspect takes into account the dangers to which the 
children are exposed: which means the denial of opportunities to development" (Giri, 1958: 360). 
M. S. Subramaniam (1991) has pointed out that "Child Labour" means the employment of children 
(5 to 14 years of age) in gainful occupations, which are injurious to their physical, mental, moral 
and social development" (www.tamilinfoservice.eom/manitham/article/2005/5.htm). Homer Folks 
(Chairman of the United States National Labour Committee) defines child labour as "Any work by 
children that interfere with their full physical development, their opportunities for a desirable 
minimum of education or their needed recreation" (Quoted in Pati, 1989: 44). The Encyclopedia of 
Social Sciences (1959) defines child labour as "When the business of wage earning or of 
participation in self or family supports conflict directly or indirectly with the business of growth 
and education, the result is child labour" (Sekar, 2003: 2). The International labour Organization 
(1983) defines child labour as follows: "child labour includes children prematurely leading adult 
lives, working long hours for low wages under conditions demanding to the health and to their 
physical and mental development, sometimes separated from the families, fi'equently deprived of 
meaningful education and training opportunities that would open up for them a better future" 
(Sekar, 2003: 2). 
The diversity of opinion among the workers in defining child labour is due to differences in 
social perceptions. Francis Blanchard, the Director General of the International Labour 
Organization states that "a first problem is one of definition inherent in the notions of'child work' 
and labour. The most suitable and common definition of child labour is as: "Child labour can be 
conceived to include children under the age 15 years in work or employment with the aim of 
earning a livelihood for themselves or for their families" (Quoted in Shandilya and Shakeel, 2003: 
10). 
Kulshreshtra is of the view that child labour in a restricted sense means the employment of 
a child in gainful occupations which are dangerous to their health and deny them the opportunities 
of development. The term child labour not only applies to the children working in the industries 
but also to the children in all forms of non-industrial occupations which are injurious to their 
physical, mental, moral and social development" (Quoted in Shandilya and Shakeel: 2003: 11). 
Tahir Hussain (1991) has defined child labour as "Any work done by children in order to 
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economically benefit their family or themselves directly or indirectly, at the cost of their physical, 
mental or social development" (www.tamilinfoservice.eom/manithani/article/2005/5.htm). 
According to Alakh Narayan Sharma, "Child labour means the employment of children in gainful 
occupations (in industrial as well as non-industrial occupations) which are injurious to their 
physical, mental, moral and social development. Thus, the term includes wage labour as well as 
self-employed children working independently as well as in family enterprises. Child Labour thus 
can be defined as any work undertaken by children below the age of 15 years in such works which 
are injurious to their health, and harmful to their proper full physical, mental, moral and social 
development" (Quoted in Shandilya and Shakeel: 2003: 11). 
1.3- DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CHILD LABOUR AND CHILD WORK 
"Child labour" is, generally speaking, work for children that harms them or exploits them 
in some way (physically, mentally, morally, or by blocking access to education) 
(www.childlaborphotoproject.org/childlabor.html). 
Work is a natural process: work ensures survival and to cease to work is to cease to live 
(George, 1990: 16). Work becomes labour when the individual's capacity to produce a surplus 
beyond the value of her means of existence is capitalised by the employers (George, 1990: 18). 
The distinction between work and labour is to be found in a critical overview of the climate in 
which these processes operate and the quality of the relationships in operation. Historically, socio-
political, scientific and technological developments have led to a radical transformation of work 
into labour (Mishra and Mishra, 2004: 15). 
Not all work is bad for children. Some social scientists point out that some kinds of work 
may be completely unobjectionable — except for one thing about the work that makes it 
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exploitative (www.childlaborphotoproject.org/childlabor.htinl). Child labour is not child work. 
Child work can be beneficial and can enhance a child's physical, mental, spiritual, moral or social 
development without interfering with schooling, recreation and rest. Helping parents in their 
household activities and business after school in their free time also contributes positively to the 
development of the child. When such work is truly part of the socialization process and a means of 
transmitting skills from parents to child, it is not child labour. Through such work children can 
increase their status as family members and citizens and gain confidence and self-esteem 
(www.hum-coolie.com/on-child-labour.htm). 
A large number of children, the girls, in particular, make significant contributions to 
household maintenance including collecting fire-wood and water, looking after the younger 
siblings, looking after cattle and sheep, and even helping in agricultural activities. Yet another 
group of children may be encouraged to learn family arts and crafts as well as skills. In the urban 
sector, they work in a wide variety of activities from organized factories to roadside cafes, motor 
repairing workshops, street vending, shoe shinning, selling of news papers, fruits and peanuts, 
domestic help in homes and even in organized beggary. When the aduh roles are learnt slowly and 
smoothly in childhood, under the protection and supervision of parents or guardians the work is 
considered as a part of their socialization process. But when the work is imposed upon the child 
against his/her wishes at the cost of learning and play, which are necessary for the fiill 
development of his/her personality it becomes exploitative in nature and can be considered as 
labour. This work includes the participation of these children in the production of economic goods 
and services, including unpaid family work as well as work for pay or profit (Mishra and Mishra, 
2004: 15-16). 
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According to UNICEF, It is very important to distinguish between work that is beneficial 
and work that is intolerable-and to recognize that much child work falls into the grey area between 
these two extremes therefore it believes that child labour is exploitative if it involves: 
a. full time work at too early an age; 
b. too many hours spent working; 
c. work that exerts undue physical, social or psychological stress; 
d. work and life on the streets in bad conditions; 
e. inadequate pay; 
f. too much responsibility; 
g. work that hamper access to education; 
h. work that undermines children's dignity and self-esteem, such as slavery or bonded labour 
and sexual exploitation; and 
i. Work that is detrimental to full social and psychological development (Quoted in Shandilya 
and Shakeel, 2003: 10). 
Child labour, however, is the opposite of child work. Child labour hampers the normal 
physical,'intellectual, emotional, and moral development of a child. Children who are in the 
growing process can permanently distort or disable their bodies when they carry heavy loads or are 
forced to adopt unnatural positions at work for long hours. Children are less resistant to diseases 
and suffer more readily from chemical hazards and radiation than adults. UNICEFF classifies the 
hazards of child labour into three categories, namely (1) physical; (2) cognitive; (3) emotional, 
social and moral: 
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1. PHYSICAL HAZARDS 
There are jobs that are hazardous in themselves and affect child immediately. They affect the 
overall health, coordination, strength, vision and hearing of children. One study indicates that hard 
physical labour over a period of years stunts a child's physical stature by up to 30 percent of their 
biological potential. Working in mines, quarries, construction sites, and carrying heavy loads are 
some of the activities that put children directly at risk physically. Jobs in the glass and brassware 
industry in India, where children are exposed to high temperature while rotating the wheel furnace 
and use heavy and sharp tools, are clearly physically hazardous to them, 
2. COGNITIVE HAZARDS 
Education helps a child to develop cognitively, emotionally and socially, and needless to say, 
education is often gravely reduced by child labour. Cognitive development includes literacy, 
numeracy and the acquisition of knowledge necessary to normal life. Work may take so much of a 
child's time that it becomes impossible for them to attend school; even if they do attend, they may 
be too tired to be attentive and follow the lessons. 
3. EMOTIONAL, SOCIAL AND MORAL HAZARDS 
There are jobs that may be jeopardizing a child's psychological and social growth more than 
physical growth. For example, a domestic job can involve relatively 'light' work. However, long 
hours of work, and the physical, psychological and sexual abuse to which the child domestic 
labourers are exposed make the work hazardous. Studies show that several domestic servants in 
India on average work for twenty hours a day with small intervals. According to a UNICEF 
survey, about 90 percent of employers of domestic workers in India preferred children of 12 to 15 
years of age. This is mostly because they can be easily dominated and obliged to work for long 
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hours and can be paid less than what would have to be paid to an adult worker. Moral hazards 
generally refer dangers arising for children in activities in which they are used for illegal activities, 
such as trafficking of drugs, the sex trade, and for the production of pornographic materials 
(www.hum-coolie.com/on-child-labour.htm). 
1.4- FORMS OF CHILD LABOUR 
Child labour is a complex and a controversial issue. Unfortunately, it is a global 
phenomenon. In almost all societies, children work in some way, though the types of work they do 
and the forms .of their involvement vary. But many millions of children work under abusive and 
exploitative conditions that are clearly dangerous to them (Bajpai, 2003: 1). Children work as a 
part of family labour or as wage earners, sometimes as migrant labour. Very often, they remain 
invisible and in bondage. They are found in all the three sectors of the economy i.e. the Agrarian, 
Manufacturing and Service sectors. 
AGRARIAN SECTOR 
In rural areas children are engaged in agricultural and allied occupations as a part of family 
labour or as individual workers. They may work as paid or unpaid workers in different forms: 
> Migrant Labour 
> Invisible Labour 
> Bonded Labour 
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MANUFACTURING SECTOR 
Children are engaged in various manufacturing process of different Home-based industries 
such as Brassware, Lock, Match and Fireworks, Diamond cutting, Gem polishing, Glassware, 
Carpet making, Slate etc. Very often they work in sub-human conditions and in exploitative 
situation. They may be working as: 
> Migrant Labour 
> Invisible Labour 
> Wage Labour 
> Self employed children 
SERVICE SECTOR 
> Self-employed labour 
> Invisible labour 
P- Wage-based employment 
INVISIBLE CHILD LABOUR 
> Children work in the unorganized or/and informal sectors 
> Very often, they do not come under the purview of law 
> They constitute a substantial proportion of the child labour in the country 
> Most ofthem do not go to school 
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MIGRANT CHILD LABOUR 
> Children migrate from the rural area to the urban or from smaller to larger towns/cities 
either with their families or alone 
> They migrate either for better employment opportunities or to escape from bondage 
(Bonded child Labourers) 
> Children are pledge by their parents/guardians to employers in lieu of debts or payments. 
The rates of interest on loans are so high that the amount to be repaid accumulates every 
year, making repayment almost impossible (Sekar, 2003: 3). 
1.5- CAUSES OF CHILD LABOUR 
As a developing country, India is faced with a multitude of social problems. One such 
problem child labour, has disgraced the entire subcontinent giving it the distinction of having the 
largest number of child labourers in the world (www.wm.edu/so/monitor/spring98/docs/childLabour.htmI). 
In India, the tradition of educational learning outside the home was confined to the upper caste 
strata of the society, the privileged classes. Children of the producing classes learnt the necessary 
skills and work ways in the family. Formal education had little relevance to them. This tradition 
continues even today among some segments of the have-nots. Their children are inducted and 
indoctrinated in the culture of work from the very beginning. Step by step these children get 
steeped in the ethos of labour (Gol, 19??: 80). 
The reasons for employing children are many. A large number of them start working 
because of being orphaned, rejected by parents or because of broken families and other domestic 
problems (Mishra and Mishra, 2004: 47). The vast majority of children labour to make living for 
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their families and/or for themselves. Children take up labour work as the adult family members are 
unemployed (Narayana, 2006: 30). The causes of child labour are all intrinsically interrelated. The 
various causes of child labour are as follows. 
1. POVERTY 
Poverty is one of the most widespread reasons for the child labour system in India 
(www.wm.edu/so/monitor/spring98/docs/childLabour.html). Nearly half of India's population 
subsists below the poverty line (Gol, 19??: 80), where families, are large in size, a general opinion 
is that any addition to the family income helps to ease the burden of a very tedious existence. As a 
result, parents are forced to send their children to work. Their income supplements the family 
income and takes care of illness and other contingencies which demand extra money in hand. 
Most case studies of child labour do indeed identify the poverty of the household and low level of 
parental education as important factors in determining the incidence of child labour. 
2. LACK OF PARENTAL INTEREST 
This is visible mostly in the rural areas. The rural people are not exposed to education and 
are unaware of the benefits which literacy or education can bring. Thus, they do not have faith in 
the educational system and do not care to avail of the educational opportunities for their children. 
In their opinion, education has no practical use; as such they are bound to send their children for 
labour. 
This fact has been highlighted in the Madras study. The study found that the working 
children were from low literacy groups of the society. About 44 per cent of the parents of working 
children were illiterate and another 33 per cent of them belonged to low literacy groups having 
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studied up to fifth standard only. The data clearly shows that most of the parents were not aware of 
the importance of education. Their only concern was to get monetary benefit out of children's 
employment (Mishra and Mishra, 2004: 48). 
3. TRADITION OF MAKING CHILDREN LEARNS THE FAMILY SKILLS 
In India, tradition of home based or family occupation is usually in practice. In a rural set 
up, the parents teach their children a traditional craft at a very early age so that when they grow up, 
they become proficient in a job, which can become a source of income for them. They believe that 
if the training is given since childhood, they can learn better because their body is more flexible 
and pliable and can hence bend, twist, stretch more easily to acquire postures required for 
particular jobs. Thus, the child becomes a bread winner (Mishra and Mishra, 2004: 49). Children 
coming from families having a traditional occupation (as artisans, etc.) belong to a high risk group, 
likely to be inducted as child workers in their family occupation at a tender age. 
4. ABSENCE OF UNIVERSAL COMPULSORY PRIMARY EDUCATION 
In India, there is no provision for compulsory education. The provision of compulsory 
education up to a prescribed age would compel the parents to send their children to schools, 
leaving hardly any scope for their employment (Mishra and Mishra, 2004: 50). 
5. LACK OF EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES 
Inadequate and poor educational facilities as well the neglect of the enforcement of free 
and compulsory education for all children below the age of 14 years lead to child labour. Because 
of poverty their families are not able to afford the expenditure on education: however, less it may 
be (Wal, 2006a: 9). 
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6. CHEAP LABOUR 
Child labour is cheaper to buy. They may do almost the same amount of work as an adult 
but they cost less in terms of wages and maintenance. The adaptive abilities of children are much 
superior to those of adults (Gol, 19??: 80). They are more flexible mentally as well as physically 
and can be moulded and pressurized easily into the exploitative tactics of the employers. Child 
labour is not only very cheap to the employers, but also trouble-free, since they cannot organize 
agitations by themselves. Children cannot demand any overtime, or the medical and other similar 
benefits (Narayana, 2006: 30). 
7. EASILY AMENABLE 
For a number of tasks, employers prefer children to adults as children have less developed 
ego and status consciousness. Because of this children can be put on non-status, even demeaning 
jobs, without much difficulty. Children are more active, agile and quick and feel less tired in 
certain tasks. Employers find children more amenable to discipline and control (Gol, 19??: 80). 
8. FAMILY DEBT 
Burden on the family to pay off standing debts also contribute in the growth of child 
labour. Often family debts are passed on to the next generation forcing young children into bonded 
labour. As the CRY (Child Relief and You) organization states, a study in Sivakasi match factories 
found that even the child in the womb is pledged to the factory, and consumption and maternity 
loans are obtained on the undertaking that the child born, girl or boy, would work for the factory. 
Bonded children have no way of ending the' cycle of debt created by their parents; their labour 
seems only to incur more debt as their master controls their fate. This cycle perpetuates with 
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children being bonded to their masters to repay even eight-generation old debts. The young also 
work involuntarily to pay off debts incurred when adults borrow money to pay for life-cycle events 
like weddings. Although in 1976, the Indian national government attempted to end the bonded 
labour system through the passage of Bonded Labour System (Abolition) Act, bonded labour 
continues as the act is greatly ignored (http://www.wm.edu/so/monitor/spring98/docs/childLabour.html). 
9. LARGE FAMILY 
In India majority of people are illiterate so maximum people are not aware about the birth 
control facilities like-family planning and others. The families which are large and have less 
income cannot have happy notion in their mind. As a result, they cannot give shelter to their 
children. They think that every child is born \yith hands to feed him / her (Chakraverti, 1979). 
10. THE GENERAL INDIAN ATTITUDE TOWARD CHILD LABOUR 
The general Indian Attitude toward child labour presents another factor in the continuance 
of this social problem. Found in this culture view of the social order and the hierarchical caste 
system, this attitude consists of feelings of indifference and helplessness towards child labour 
(http://www.wm.edu/so/monitor/spring98/docs/childLabour.html). 
11. STAGNATION OF AGRICULTURE 
Increasing landlessness and the destruction of the village economy, without the generation 
of alternative channels of employment has led to the massive pauperisation of the rural families 
forcing quite a significant section among them to migrate to the cities and send their children to 
work. The majority of the urban poor from whom the urban child labourers come are either 
landless or land-poor migrants (www.c\va.tnet.co.th/PubIications/Newsletters/volll_2-3/vll_2-3_child-Iabour.htmI). 
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12. INEFFECTIVE LEGISLATION 
The central government and the state government have passed a number of legislations 
concerning about the child labour and welfare measures or schemes to remove the child workers 
from dangerous occupations in India, but not enforced in proper or regular way and not taken steps 
against child labour as to what are the reasons of the child labour in India and what measures are 
required to remove this evil. The labour inspectors and machinery concerning the child labour do 
not follow the provisions of the acts and welfare legislative measures in favour of child labour. 
Even labour inspector, other concerning officers themselves are cause of child labour because they 
take some as a gratification bribery from the owners, occupiers, employers of hazardous 
employments and in own interest ignore exploitation of the child labour. 
1.6- MAGNITUDE OF CHILD LABOUR (UTTAR PRADESH AND KERALA / ANDHRA 
PRADESH) 
Children need to grow in an environment that enables them to lead a life of freedom and 
dignity where opportunities of education and training are provided to grow into a worthy citizen. 
Every child has the right to receive the best that the society can offer. Thus unfortunately large 
proportions of .children are deprived of their basic rights and are found working in various sectors 
of economy (Sekar, 2003: 2). 
According to the Census of India 2001, among the 226 million children in India that are in 
the age group 6-14 years, 65 million are not attending any educational institution. The magnitude 
of child labour has increased from 11.59 million in 1991, to 12.66 million in 2001 Census. 
However, unofficial sources claim that the number of children engaged in labour is between 25 
and 30 million since a significant number of children who are engaged in the domestic and 
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agriculture sectors are not covered in the Census of India 2001. Child workers are found in almost 
all states and union territories of India. 
Uttar Pradesh is the home to perhaps the largest population of children in hazardous work. 
According to Census figure there were 13, 26, 726 child labourers in Uttar Pradesh in 1971. It 
increased to 14,34,675 in 1981. It slightly declined in 1991 to 14,10,086. However, it increased to 
19,27,997 in 2001. The largest numbers of these children are engaged in industries like- carpet 
weaving, lock making, pottery, brassware, glass, knife making and textiles like- silk, brocade and 
zari industries. (www.sahayogindia.org/conexxionsion%20folder/conex_archives_Oct_Dec04/conexx_£rd_reality5.htmj. 
The concentration of child labour is however not negligible in Kerala (Sooryamoorthy, 1998: 1 j . 
Compared to many Indian states, Kerala has a number of outstanding demographic, social, 
economic and political characteristics. Kerala is far ahead of other Indian states in the matter of 
literacy and educational advancement. The state has a unique place in the literacy map of India, 
with a literacy rate of 90.92 percent (2001 Census). 
Despite these remarkable accomplishments, Kerala has not been successful in keeping all 
its children away from the labour force. Census figures show that there were 1.11 lacs children in 
Kerala in 1971, 92,854 in 1981, 34,800 in 1991 and 26,156 in 2001. A state government survey in 
1996 concluded that there were only 10,067 child labourers; another one, conducted in 2004 by the 
State Statistics Department, said there were only 375 children, but it was rejected by the labour 
Department as "unreliable". 
The trend is declining, but children of school going age in the state still work as domestic 
and street traders and in wayside restaurants and hotels, the construction sector, the cashew 
industry, brick kilns, railway yards, marble-polishing and prawn-peeling sheds and in the fisheries 
sector (www.hinduonnet.com/fline/fl2322/stories/20061117003503000.htm). 
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Kerala's government-financed schools have proved increasingly successful since 
independence. Enrolment is free and free school meals encourage poor families to send their 
children. The minimum wage, which is higher than elsewhere in India, allows parents to survive 
without their children having to go out to work. Anyone who has not enrolled his son or daughter 
in school comes under pressure from the other inhabitants of the village. Enthusiasm for literacy is 
such that non-governmental organizations are being setup in Kerala to educate elderly people who 
were unable to attend school when they were young. Teachers give courses free of charge in every 
village so that they can at least read and write their names. In this way every inhabitant in Kerala 
gets used to reading newspapers and takes an active interest in what is going on in the world 
(www.workers.labor.net.au/17/c_tradeshall_child.html). 
Kerala's low incidence of child labour undoubtedly presents a lesson on how an entire 
society can-be tuned to send its children to school even though it may still be struggling with 
poverty and relatively low family incomes. 
Today, Kerala has achieved a demographic transition (low birth rate-low death rate) that 
has effectively reduced the school-age population. The state has one lower primary school for 
every square kilometer and a high school for every sq. km. Enrolment at the primary level is near 
universal. There has been an impressive growth in the average years of schooling. Parents do not 
show any gender bias in educating their children, and differences in terms of sons / daughters are 
disappearing (www.hinduonnet.com/fline/fl2322/stories/20061117003503000.htm). 
Andhra Pradesh has second largest population of child labourers. According to Census 
figure there were 16,27,492 child labourers in Andhra Pradesh in 1971; 19,51,312 in 1981; 
16,61,940 in 1991 and 13,63,339 in 2001. 
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Studies have shown that improvement in education leads to diminishing child labour. An 
example is found, in 2001, Uttar Pradesh has the highest percentage of child labour. It is clear from 
the figure mentioned above that the state of Uttar Pradesh has the highest percentage of child 
labour. Earlier this position was held by Andhra Pradesh state in 1991 Census. At present Andhra 
Pradesh state has been making concerted efforts in enrolling all the children below 14 years of age 
into the education system (Jain, 2006: 161). Census figures also confirmed that Andhra Pradesh 
and Kerala are the only two states which have seen the absolute numbers of child labourers decline 
during the ten-year period. It has been discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 
There have been several reasons for Andhra Pradesh's spectacular performance. For one 
thing, Andhra Pradesh is one of the few states which have institutions such as Social Welfare 
Hostels meant for children belonging to Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe, and Other Backward 
Castes. This meant that residential facilities could be provided to children who had no educational 
institutions close to their residence. The second important factor was that very early on, the 
government decided that child labour elimination could only be achieved if it is linked to providing 
education to children and therefore the administrative responsibility for getting children out of 
work and into school fell upon the Education Department. This also ensured synergy between 
various education programmes. Andhra Pradesh is now the only state in India where the National 
Child Labour Programme is anchored in the Education Department and not the Labour 
Department. The responsibility of the Labour Department is limited to inspection and enforcement 
and does not extend to running or monitoring special schools. This has the advantage of much 
more convergence in Andhra Pradesh between the education programme and the child labour 
elimination programme. In all other state, child labour is handled by the Labour Departments 
(Weiner, 2006: xlvii). 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Before embarking an exploration of a potentially explosive problem of child labourers, 
it is pertinent to review the related studies on this aspect. Review of related literature gives an 
insight into the various aspects of the problem under study. In India, numerous studies and 
conceptual frameworks have been identified in the literature that describes the possible causes 
and contributing factors of child labour. Further, the aim here is to identify the research gap 
which is one of the objectives for the present study. Available literature on child labour has been 
classified as follows: 
A. LITERACY / EDUCATION AND CHILD LABOUR 
B. POVERTY / LOW INCOME / UNEMPLOYMENT / UNDER EMPLOYMENT AND 
CHILD LABOUR 
C. HEALTH (HAZARDOUS AND NON-HAZARDOUS) AND CHILD LABOUR 
A. LITERACY/ EDUCATION AND CHILD LABOUR 
In his article 'A Cry For Help: Child Labour Problems in India', Hoskin, had pointed out 
the problems associated with child labour in India are, a) poverty, b) indebtedness, c) typical 
attitude toward child labour, d) irrelevant and inaccessible education system, and e) inefficiency of 
protective legislations for working children. Hoskin has further pointed out that the problem of 
child labour can be reduced by an increase in the literacy rate. He has compared Kerala with 
Andhra Pradesh and has shown that the total literacy rate in Kerala was 90.50 percent as compared 
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to 45.11 percent in Andhra Pradesh according to 1981 Census. Correspondingly, child labourers in 
the former were 68 (in every 1000) as opposed to 1754, in the later. It clearly indicates the positive 
correlation between high rate of literacy and low rate of child labour (Hoskin, 1998). 
In 'The child and the State', Wiener (1991), argued that it is not India's poverty which 
prevents the introduction of universal primary education and the banning of child labour, rather it 
is the lack of political will and the 'belief systems' prevalent in Indian society. Weiner has pointed 
out that there are no political parties, trade unions, religious groups, social activists, and other civil 
society organizations that considered these as non-negotiable issues. Even strong human rights 
activists and feminist groups did not want to get engaged on the issue of abolition of child labour. 
This lack of social and political will stems from a wider disdain for the plight of the poor, which is 
deeply ingrained in the Indian psyche. 
Weiner has further pointed out that the establishment of compulsory education is a 
necessary condition for the reduction and abolition of child labour. Without compulsory education, 
governments would not have been able to enforce child labour laws. Comparing India with other 
developing countries, Weiner has pointed out that India is a significant exception to the global 
trend towards the removal of children from the labour force and the establishment of compulsory, 
universal, primary school education, as many countries of Africa like Zambia, Ghana, Ivory Coast, 
Libya and Zimbabwe, with income level lower than India, have done better in these matters. 
Weiner has analyzed the experience of four Asian countries: China, Taiwan, South Korea, 
and Sri Lanka. Weiner also looks at the Kerala experience, where compulsory education has 
worked to reduced child labour. Government allocates more funds to education than any other 
state, with a per capita expenditure of 11.5 rupees compared to the Indian average of 7.8 rupees. In 
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Uttar Pradesh it is only 5.4 rupees. It is not only the expenditure of more funds, but where the 
funds are used that makes the difference. Kerala spends more money on 'mass education than 
colleges and universities', but India spend more funds on higher education than primary education. 
Kerala's emphasis on primary education has led to a dropout rate of close to 0 percent and a low 
child work participation rate of 1.9 percent in (1971) compared to the Indian average of 7.1 percent 
in 1971. Weiner points out that 'the Kerala government has made no special effort to end child 
labour. It is the expansion of the school system rather than the enforcement of labour legislation 
that has reduced the amount of child labour. Finally Weiner says that 'no country has successfully 
ended child labour without first making education compulsory. So long as children are free not to 
attend school, they will enter the labour force' (Weiner, 1991). 
Neera Burra's book entitled Bom to Work: Child Labour in India (1995) is based on first 
hand field investigations into the employment of child labour in five industries: Brassware, Gem 
polishing, Lock making. Pottery, and Glass manufacturing. Burra argues that child labour was to 
be found mainly in industry that was heavily dependent on traditional. skills. Traditional 
occupation passes on from father to son, generation after generation, and if child labour was 
banned, the craft industry would die out. 
In most of the industries she studied, child labour was rampant even as adult employment 
was high. She has pointed out, employers prefer child labour because it is cheap than adult labour 
and because children, unlike adults cannot question the treatment meted out to them. Evidence 
indicates that the child's wage in any industry is a third to half of that of an adult for the same 
output, with the child working for as many, if not more hours than the adult. Neera Burra 
documents the hazards that these children face and argues that working from a young age leads to 
a shortened working life. 
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Burra has pointed out that full time of work of children seriously jeopardized the chances 
of a child getting education. Evidence from the field suggested that even poor parents had a deep 
interest in educating their children. Education alone can provide mobility to the socially and 
economically disadvantaged sections. 
In all the industries that she studied, it was clear that the children of the master craftsman 
and the better-off artisans went to school regularly and spent perhaps a couple of hours a day 
learning the trade. It was the children of the lowest level of workers, the underemployed or the 
unemployed, who did not attend school and constituted the bulk of the child labour force. By and 
large, such children belonged to the scheduled castes, lower castes, or the Muslim community. 
These groups represented a combination of economic and social disadvantages. 
In addition, she examines the strategy of different groups who have successfully worked 
against child labour. She argues that child labour can only be reduced when civil society and the 
state work together to get children out of work and into school (Burra, 1995). 
In his paper 'The Scourage of Child Labour in India' 2002, Vipin Bihari, has argued that 
the legal provisions are not sufficient to combat the problem of child Labour, as the laws are not 
properly enforced by the authorities. Free compulsory education, social security, strict 
implementation of welfare schemes, health, education given to all children in schools and 
consumer awareness are some of the measures that would reduce the economic pressure on parents 
to send their children to work. Male students, like their female counter parts should be given the 
right to free travel up to XII standard. 
He has further argued that the government should enforce legislative provisions more 
strictly and should ensure adherence to the minimum level of remuneration. NGOs may be more 
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effective in implementing small projects, and creating awareness about the problems of child 
labour. The help of Mahila Mandal, parents, teachers, trade unions, and politicians should be 
enlisted to combat the problem of child labour. A proper upbringing, health care and knowledge 
will definitely give a good shape to the world in which tomorrow's children will live (Bihari, 
2002). 
In his article 'Stolen Childhood' 2006, Jayati Ghosh pointed out that, India has the world's 
largest Child Labour population, and ineffective laws and the absence of the multi-pronged 
strategy perpetuate the malady. She has argued that the most basic public intervention to eliminate 
Child Labour is the provision of free, compulsory and good-quality education. A greater degree of 
public outrage and social action is required to make any counter strategy really effective (Ghosh, 
2006). 
G. Hariharan (2002) studied the child labour problem in Vellore district. He concluded 
that the child labour is a socio-economic problem. Therefore, active involvement of the 
community, specially the parents of working children is extremely essential. Parents should ensure 
that every child is admitted in the schools. Social mobilization is another important factor in the 
crusade against child labour. Effective implementation of the schemes by the Government weans 
children away. Here, the trade unions and rural workers, organizations, including the voluntary 
agencies, can play an important role (Hariharan, 2002). 
In 'The state of the world's children', UNICEF stated that education is considering the 
single most vital element in combating poverty, empowering women, promoting human rights and 
democracy, protecting the environment, controlling population growth as well as safeguarding 
children from exploitative and hazardous labour and sexual exploitation. Reviews the historical 
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context in which the right to education has been repeatedly affirmed and identifies the elements 
necessary to the success of educational policies. It demonstrates that education is a multilinked 
variable in a country's statistical profile, and presents basic indicators for 193 countries, including 
nutritional status, health status, educational levels, demographic, economic indicators, the status of 
women and the rate of progress on major indicators since 1960. It includes example of initiatives 
that meet the children's right to education at the international, regional, national and local levels 
(UNICEF, 1999: 131). 
In his article 'Child Labour in India: Putting Compulsory Primary Education on the 
Political Agenda', 1996, Weiner found that, 90 million of Indian children outside the educational 
system, India remains so behind the rest of Asia that it will take a major infusion of resources and 
political leadership to catch up. He stated that, deep class/caste divisions have been barriers to the 
development of a national drive for mass education by those who have made it to the upper strata; 
the political tendency in India has been to pull up the drawbridge once one has made it across, 
rather than to lend a helping hand to those who have been left behind. As the economy opens and 
employment opportunities grow with the expansion of the country's consumer industries, the 
governing middle class may recognize that the country needs a more literate population and 
therefore must invest in its children. Finally he suggested that, it will take a major coalition of 
locally based groups, the active participation of the media, the contribution of researchers and the 
information they disseminate, the support of investors, educators, social activists and trade unions 
and international donor agencies to get India to address the way it treats the children of the poor 
(Weiner, 1996:3007-3014). 
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B. POVERTY/ LOW INCOME/ UNEMPLOYMENT/ UNDER EMPLOYMENT AND 
CHILD LABOUR 
The prevalence of child labour is one of the most important problems confronting the world 
at large, especially developing countries such as India. In many cases, child labour is mainly 
necessitated by economic compulsions of the parents. The main reasons which give rise to child 
labour are widespread unemployment and under employment among the adult poor strata of the 
population, due to sharp growth of population. Large families with low income and often lack of 
educational facilities, illiteracy and ignorance of parents about the importance of education as well 
as about the impact of labour on the health of their children are some of the reasons which breed 
child labour. Series of committees and commissions have been appointed by the government of 
India either specifically on the question of child labour, which gives us insights into the problem 
and to give suggestions to alleviate these problems. However, the fragmentary nature of our 
approach to different facets of child welfare, rural education, rural development and child labour 
policies at the local level needs to be recognized and machinery for a coordinated effort at the 
village level has to be put in place. Without such coordinated effort, we cannot successfully deal 
with the issue of child development of which labour is a part (Naidu and K. Dasaratha, 2006: 199-
204). 
In his article 'Mortgaged child labour and women Bidi workers of Vellore', Prayag Mehta 
presented an informative report on the exploitation of child workers, their working conditions, 
socio economic background and health hazards. The study reveals that poverty is the main reason 
which forces the parents to send their children to work. Children between the age group of 5-14 
years are engaged in bidi making in and around Vellore. The work is done both in houses as well 
as in factories and the daily hours of work are 10-12. Mostly, children are bonded labourers 
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because their parents take loans from the employers. These bonded labourers are at the disposal of 
the money lenders or employers who make them work too long. They are even beaten up and ill 
treated. It was also observed that the children as well as their parents are illiterate, the Seth or 
(money-lender) cheats them by keeping no record of the money paid back. If the parents want to 
take their child off, the employer demands full money even after 2 or 3 years. The study further 
reveals that children working there often get habitual of bidi smoking and the diseases like 
tuberculosis (Mehta, 1983: 15-17). 
Janak Singh conducted a study in Mirzapur, Bhadoi belt carpet industry to find out the 
nature and problem of child labour force engaged in this industry. He took carpet weaving centers 
of Mirzapur district as sample for his study. Similar to the findings of other studies, the children in 
these centers belong to the low socio-economic families. Poverty is the main force of motivation. 
The ages of these children range from 9-15 years and they carry the work daily from dawn to dusk. 
The daily earnings are Rs. 5-10. The looms are dark and dingy having no ventilation and remain 
full of wool fluff. They suffer from diseases like - lung diseases, swollen feet, weak eye sight etc., 
due to the nature of work and unhygienic conditions (Singh, 1986). 
.The study on the 'Working Children in Bombay' by M. Singh, (1980a) reveals that in the 
age group of 6-15 years found that most of the working children belonged to low income groups in 
urban centers who generally reside in slums and depressed areas. This study was conducted on 203 
boys (67.7 percent) and 97 girls (32.3 percent). Out of these 300 working children 211 (70.3 
percent) worked under employer and 89 (29.7 percent) were self employed. The study stated that 
male children shouldered the family's economic responsibility to a large extent than the female 
(Singh, 1980a). 
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S. N. Tripathi (1997) has examined migrant child labour in depth and concluded that, 
absence of employment in rural areas, failure of crops, poverty, indebtedness, etc. are the vital 
factors of migration of child labour. The author has emphasized towards compulsory primary 
education for elimination of child labour. His analysis of laws and legislation imply that there 
should be no minimum age limit to enter labour force. In fact, author has proposed total ban on 
employing children below the age of fourteen years and extends this ban to maximum possible 
industries. Further, poverty is perceived as major factor for child labour. By providing minimum 
living wage to parents of working children, child is withdrawn from the labour force which will 
reduce the child labour considerably (Tripathi, 1997). 
In his paper, Anker seeks to develop conceptual and research frameworks for 
understanding the economics of Child Labour by taking into consideration that the economic 
benefits and costs from the elimination of Child Labour are influenced by the fact that there are 
various forms of Child Labour, several possible justifications for elimination of Child Labour, and 
a range of institutions and actors affected. In this way, it is hoped to improve our understanding of 
the economic determinants and consequences of child Labour and to better enable policymakers to 
devise effective policies to eliminate the worst forms of Child Labour as well as improve the lives 
of children and poor families. He has drawn policy implications and suggests areas of research 
throughout the paper (Anker, 2000: 48). 
The study on the 'Getting rid of Child Labour', is based on a quantitative empirical cross-
country study, provide policy insights into tackling the root causes of child Labour. The 
econometric model applied explains a substantial proportion of the cross country variations in 
Child Labour. The elasticity estimated enable the forecasting of the percentage change in 
• explanatory variables such as G.N.P., per capita, poverty, or school enrolment. The range of policy 
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options for combating Child Labour is large, and the weight attached to the individual elements of 
the socio-economic policy package is guided by the explanatory power of causal factors (Ahmad, 
1999: 1815-1822). 
C. HEALTH (HAZARDOUS AND NON-HAZARDOUS) AND CHILD LABOUR 
Debasish Chatterji finds the conditions and environment of Glass factories pathetic and 
miserable. Children have to work in extremely hot temperature that endangers their health and life 
span. These children generally inhale silica dust an essential raw material, and carbon dust which 
cause asthma, bronchial spasm and a host of other respiratory diseases. They work at a stretch 
throughout the day with a lunch break of only 15 minutes. For such a hard work they get Rs.l6 a 
day. The irony is that the owner refuses to employ workers on permanent basis (Chatterji, 1986). 
In this paper 'Child Labour and Health: Problems and Perspectives', Fassa has stated that 
child labour remains a widespread problem in the world today .^Although child labour can have 
positive effects, in some situations it has negative effects on health and development of the 
children. It is mainly a problem in developing countries, but it is possible to find child workers in 
developed countries, some of them, working in hazardous activities. In this paper, Fassa describes 
the child labour profile in developed and developing countries, and the principal occupations and 
its hazards. In addition, Fassa summarises the epidemiologic evidence of the greater Impact of 
some occupational exposures on child health when compared to adults, and the theoretical 
concerns about the impact of child labour on health. He also describes policies that can be used to 
combat harmful child labour. He argues that the policies to combat child labour should be as 
comprehensive and articulated as possible and great care should be taken to avoid undesired 
consequences, as the migration of child workers to the worst type of jobs. The priorities and the 
goals should be established according to the size and shape of the problem in each place. But it 
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seems reasonable to say that, for the developing countries, the single most effective policy to 
combat child labour is the universalisation of good quality primary education. On the other hand, 
for developed and developing countries, the combat of the illegal child work and the promotion of 
good quality teen job, as apprenticeship for future careers are probably policies that should be 
applied (Fassa, 1999: 1-17). 
The study on 'Child Labour Aligarh Lock Industry' by Baharul Islam Laskar, (2000) 
reveals that household economic pressures compel children to enter into low wage, hazardous 
work environment, particularly Muslim children who are not able to manage job or livelihood 
elsewhere join degrading, sub-human task in the hazardous and low paying processes of lock 
making that proves detrimental to their educational and health prospects. Children suffer more in 
hazardous conditions, which obviously invites strong radical political interventions (Laskar, 2000: 
510-513). 
Neera Burra surveyed the Glass Factories and presented a detailed report about the 
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horrifying conditions of the child workers. It has been estimated that nearly 50,000 children below 
14 years of age are engaged out of a total work force of nearly two lacs. Though the official 
estimates are far behind this number. Children are involved in almost all kinds of processes in 
bangle making. Children sit in front of furnaces where the temperature is said to be about 700 
degree centigrade and in some factories the temperature is 1500 degree centigrade to 1800 degree 
centigrade in the furnace from which molten glass is taken out by children of tender age. The floor 
of the work place was found stein with broken glass and naked electric wires were seen 
everywhere. The noise in these factories was deafening and there was hardly any space to move 
without bumping into somebody. The children are prone to frequent accidents. They are preferred 
because of their cheapness and quickness (Burra, 1986: 2033-2036). 
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In his article 'Child Labour in India: Is it a curse', Narayana has discussed that laws exist 
in all continents of the world to prevent the exploitation of the children. Various seminars are 
being held, resolution passed and plans of action drawn up on the protection of children, yet not 
much could have been done about child protection. 
He has pointed out some socio-economic reasons such as poverty, backwardness, 
illiteracy, poor quality schools and lack of family orientation all these reasons slowly pull the 
children away from education and finally they drop out to become child labours. 
In India there is no activity without the employment of child labour. According to 1991 
Census, 11.2 million children below the age of 14 years are employed in India. Employers prefer 
children because they are very cheap and more flexible mentally as well as physically and can be 
molded and pressurized easily into the exploitative tactics of the employers. 
He has further pointed out that labouring at an early age has many adverse consequences 
for children. Children come into close contact in work situations with infective cases of T.B. and 
other similar diseases serve malnutrition, anemia, hard labour fatigue, cough, fever and inadequate 
sleep make them more susceptible to infectious diseases. 
Narayana argues that child labour have to be radically re-thought and re-written from the 
protective of rights of the child, in terms of policy and accountability. Narayana has pointed out 
that the problem of child labour can be tackled only when the attitude and morality of parents, 
exploiters and society at large get changed drastically (Narayana, 2006:29-30). 
Neera Burra has studied the Lock industry of Aligarh and estimated that nearly 7,000 to 
10,000 children below the age of 14 years work in this industry for more than 12 hours, inhaling 
metal dust and emery powder and earn only Rs.5-10 per day. These children generally work on 
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hand processes, electroplating, polishing pieces on buffing machines, in spray painting units, and 
in the assembling and packing of locks. All these processes are dangerous and hazardous. Children 
often met with accidents and lose their hands and fingers in hand processes. Inhalation of chemical 
fumes in buffing and polishing process also affects badly the health of these child workers. The 
lock industry is generally based on cottage centers situated in homes where there is no check on 
working conditions, hours of work or wages. Children generally work till late night. 
The wages are uniform and the payment is made on piece rate basis. Generally children 
earn Rs.l5 a day in polishing for 12-15 hours a day. According to workers a child earns on an 
average Rs.50 a month after an initial period of apprenticeship. After a few years he starts earning 
Rs.125-150 per month for 9 hours work a day. There were no medical facilities provided to these 
children (Burra, 1987: 1117-1121). 
Minu Jain and Bhavdeep Kang describe the working conditions prevailing in the steel units 
of North Delhi industrial area. It is found that 15-20 people are employed in every unit out of 
which 3-4 are children. The work of these children is to wash the steel plates in acid. Children 
below 14 years of age are engaged in this work day and night. They work 8-12 hours a day and are 
paid Rs.300-350 per month. The acid fumes are unscrambled and continuous inhaling creates 
many problems for the workers especially children. By and large cause bronchitis and spasmodic 
cough. Burns are the obvious results of handling the chemicals and frequent handling of corrosive 
acid without adequate protection is very dangerous to life. In case any accident takes place the 
worker injured does not get any compensation. No medical facilities are available (Jain and 
Bhavdeep, 1988). 
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V. Forastieri (1997) has concluded that negative effects of child labour come from 
specific working conditions which endanger the safety, health and development. Emphasis is laid 
for world recognition and epidemiological studies of the negative effects of employment, on the 
child and equitable income distribution. The author suggested systematic examination of the 
hazards and incorporate the needs of children for access to health care, suitable alternative 
education and training. Contrary to Burra the author has proposed gradual elimination rather than 
ban on child labour (Forastieri, 1997). 
Vimla Farooqui (1994) has studied and analyzed the Census data 1981 and 1991 and 
discussed on the issue that being a girl is a disadvantage in our country since birth. Working girls 
are subjected to cruel treatment and sexual abuse. Further, she has stressed the need for social 
awakening towards the status of girl child labour (Farooqui, 1994: 1999). 
David Parker and Sarah Bachman assert that the neglect or violation of a range of human 
rights exacerbates the condition that lead to Child Labour raises issues concerning the neglect and 
violation of human rights. He briefly sketches an approach to a human rights-based public health 
model to reduce and, if possible, eliminate harmful, hazardous and exploitative children work 
(Parker and Sarah, 2000: 92-119). 
A study by R. Singh (1980b) revealed the implementation of various laws for the working 
conditions and welfare of child labour is concerned that employees had colossal ignorance about 
the existing laws. Only 20 were in favour of legislation for regulating employment of children 
(Singh, 1980b). 
In Child Rights in India: Law, Policy and Practice (1998), Asha Bajpai has pointed out 
that India has some of the most far-reaching laws in the world. Yet they are very rarely 
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implemented. Laws by themselves are not a sufficient condition for bringing about social change 
or change in attitudes, beliefs, and practices. However, they are necessary tools which can be used 
by empowered communities to fight for their rights. 
In the context of children's rights, the laws are woefully inadequate and, in many cases, 
flawed. Asha Bajpai (2003) provides a detailed overview of the rights of the child in domestic and 
international law, with a detailed analysis of case law. Asha Bajpai focuses on the 'Rights against 
Economic Exploitation' and includes an examination of various government schemes and NGO 
interventions, as well as testimonies from children who work as domestic labourers (Bajpai, 2003). 
A study as a joint effort of V.V.Giri National Labour Institute and UNICEF has examined 
(lAY), National Child Labour Projects (NCLP), Mid-Day Meal Scheme (MDMS), Jawahar 
Rozgar Yojana (JRY), etc. These schemes aimed at rural development, poverty alleviation and 
employment, education, health and sanitation, and women and child development. The analysis 
was based on correlation, regression and factor analysis technique. According to Census of India 
1991, the total population of sample districts was nearly 30.3 million and out of these the total 
child population aged 5-14 years was estimated to be 5.81 million. In the sample districts, the 
average incidence of child labour was estimated to be 8.04%; and nearly 4.5% of the total 
workforce comprised children aged 5-14 years. Regression results showed that out of 22 variables; 
only 2 variables were affecting child labour namely, total number of programmes in the district, 
and the workers to population ratio. It was found that instead of focusing on overall literacy 
drives, programmes which emphasized female literacy would help to eliminate the problem of 
child labour. The correlation results suggest that an increased per capita credit available to the 
community in general, would help in the reduction of child labour. Child labour endemic districts 
had a relatively low index of development, and there was a strong presence of development 
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programmes in these particular areas, so there is a possibility of convergence of services in the 
selected districts. Increased diversification of economic activities would also go a long way in 
combating the problem of child labour (VVGNLI. 2000). 
In his article, Chandrasekhar (1997) provides an overview of Child Labour in India 
followed by a case study of Child Labour in the matchstick industry in the state of Tamil Nadu, 
which hired about 80,000 children in the early 1990s. It presents a rich historical account of child 
Labour in this sector together with detailed information on the contemporary problem. It considers 
the likely implications of a ban on Child Labour against this backdrop. It argues that this would 
reduce the excessive trading margins and alter the irrational locational structure characterising this 
sector. A ban would, at the same time, be likely to raise adult earnings (Chandrasekhar, 1997: 137-
179). 
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3.1- HISTORY OF CHILD LABOUR IN INDIA 
The prevalence of child labour has been more or less in all periods of time, though varied in 
its nature and dimension, depending on the existing socio-economic structure of society. In the past, 
child labour has been a part of the social organization in which all members pooled their labour to 
produce for the subsistence and the survival. This was particularly true of rural subsistence farming 
where the work of the child formed part of the labour necessary for the reproduction of the system 
and value of labour taking as part of child's socialization for reproduction of the labour power 
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(Jaswal and Mehta, 1996: 21). As in most countries down through history, children have worked 
alongside their adult family members farming, fishing, or in trades. Historically, child labour in India 
has been an accepted practice, particularly for the very poor and working-class children, which have 
made up the majority of the population for thousands of years. In India in particular, manufacturing 
has involved highly specialized labour since medieval times. India has long had a large pool of 
relatively cheap labour from which to draw and train in the many specialized tasks of manufacturing 
(particularly, for example, in silk sari-making, carpet-making, and other similar industries). 
The caste system, which is connected with the hereditary professions, has long played a 
significant role in the work of children in India. Since time immemorial, children of artists and other 
professionals were trained by adult family members in vocations such as weaving, farming, painting, 
and carpentry. Children were expected to work with their elders in these home industries, and they 
continue to do this sort of work today. Poor children in India have a long history of working as 
domestic servants in the households of higher caste and wealthier people (Larson, 2004: 105-106). 
Child labour in the different periods may be discussed under the following heads: 
r CHILD LABOUR IN ANCIENT INDIA 
Though there is little evidence of the employment of children for wages, but if child slavery 
could be regarded as that, the existence of child labour in ancient India cannot be denied. Slaves of 
tender ages, often less than eight years of age were owned for doing low and ignoble work. Children 
of slaves were born as slaves, lived as slaves and died also as slaves unless the master was pleased to 
monument them. It has been noticed that almost all the law-givers, with the solitary exception of 
Kautilya, were silent on this point, and did little to abolish this inhuman practice of keeping child 
slaves. 
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As regard child labour in ancient India, it can be said that it existed in the form of child 
slaves. Child slaves could be purchased or sold like commodities. While dealing with slavery 
Kautilya stated that the purchase or sale of children as slaves was not forbidden amongst the 
Mlechchas for they were backward and savage but an Aryan child could in no case be allowed to 
remain a slave. In case a child bom of an Arya (not of a slave) was sold or purchased or pledged 
with someone, both the parties to the deal were punished, even the witnesses to it were not spared 
punishment; they were awarded various degrees of punishment (Jaswal and Mehta, 1996: 22). 
During this period (3"^ Century B.C.) child slave, who were less than 8 years of age, were known to 
be working in many nobles' houses (Mishra, 2004: 38). 
The work of Kautilyas and Sir Henry Maine similarly disclosed that the child slaves could be 
purchased and sold like commodities. The parents used to sell the services of their children 
employed in agriculture and domestic services (Jaswal and Mehta, 1996: 23). 
> CHILD LABOUR IN MEDIEVAL INDIA 
During the medieval period there were certain crafts which totally depended on the 
employment of children. As such children were normally placed as train under artisans and 
craftsman. Even now this tradition continues especially in the carpet, brassware, cotton and silk 
weaving industries. These industries employ large number of children to perform various activities 
related to these industries (Mishra, 2004: 38). Child labour in medieval period too remained in 
existence in large scale. It is revealed that the children were exploited by the rich land owner and 
used them to help them in their economic activity. 
Under the Mughal a labourer had no free will of his own. There was no difference between 
him and the commodities he produced. When ordered to move, he must move, and when ordered to 
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stay he must stay. There were frequent evidences in 'Ain-e-Akbari' to the effect that children were 
always made to work for the well being of rich class of the society. Slavery of the children was the 
order of the day. Akbar freeing the slaves by not calling them Ghulam (slaves) but calling them 
Chelas (disciples) did not in the least improve the lot of Chelas. In the decree of Akbar of 1594 A.D. 
it was laid down that, " A father or a mother might, if forced by hunger and extreme misery, sell 
their child, and afterwards when they had the means to pay, might buy it back again from servitude". 
Emperor Akbar even did not discourage this practice. He simply suggested hypothecation of 
children. It was at the time of Jahangir, that an order was issued, that the child labour should be 
completely done away with. However, despite these ordain the position of child labour did not 
improve satisfactory. The supply of child labour was more and labour could be taken by force and 
paid whatever the master liked to pay. To epitomize the child labour in medieval India remained on a 
wider scale and the rulers did not endeavour to discourage it, the reason being that the rural enriched 
themselves at their cost by traffic in child slave (Jaswal and Mehta, 1996: 25-26). 
> CHILD LABOUR IN MODERN ERA 
Children have always been used in economic activities. In pre-capitalist societies including 
India, children had been employed in guild and in trade occupations. In these societies their 
workplace was an extension of the home and work relationships were informal relationship. The 
child grew up and found work within the family environment where the child was not given 
hazardous and difficult task. Work was a central aspect of their socialization and training. This 
conception, however, underwent a dynamic change with the advent of capitalism in the 
industrialization during the 18* century and child labour began to be designated as a social problem. 
The new economic forces unleashed by capitalism destroyed the family-based economy; large 
number of labourers was displaced due to mechanization of agriculture. The farmers were alienated 
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from their home-based work place. They became wage-earning labourers. Extreme poverty made 
possible a situation in which the child had to be introduced in the labour market. Lack of alternative 
employment for adults and lack of education for children reinforced this process. 
This uneven development of industrialization gave a new turn to the history of mankind and 
brought a change in the overall socio-economic order. Family-based economy continued to be 
destroyed and large number of people became wage-earning labourers and, as a result, the children 
were in a situation where they had to earn wages for themselves as well as for their families. The 
work-place was separated from the family environment and work now exposed the child to 
unhealthy environment. The hours of working started from morning to night but the earning remain 
quite meager. The child's ability to grow and develop into a mentally and physically sound adult was 
severely restricted. Further, the absence of any sponsored scheme of family allowances to enable 
poor parents to secure for their children an adequate and balanced diet and living conditions has also 
forced them to join the industrial establishments. Besides, there was no compulsion on their part to 
get education up to a certain age limit and thus the children were left free to accept certain 
occupations even at tender age (Jaswal and Mehta, 1996: 27-28). 
3.2- HISTORY OF BRASS 
A century old Bronze is often called brass. In the middle ages it was the common term for 
the metal from which cannon was made and we still find the expression "brass field pieces", when 
it is quite certain that bronze was meant as brass would be completely unsuitable for such an 
application. Brass proper was a copper alloy with a low melting point and hence easy to cast and 
also easy to shape by hammering and embossing. Brass was produced by the Romans on a large 
scale from 20 B. C. onwards as a coin-alloy, but the origin of such production is much earlier. 
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It has been claimed that some mixed zinc-copper ores contained sufficient zinc to produce 
brass on smelting. To produce brass from mixed ore might be possible in modem metallurgy, but it 
is doubtful whether this delicate process could have been executed in Antiquity. 
It may be that some Spanish mixed ores would give brass on smelting but Von Lippmann 
rightly contended against Sebelien and Witter that the zinc content of the large majority of such 
ores is for too small and that now where large deposits of ores exist which could have given brass 
on smelting. Indeed the manufacture of brass must have been a deliberate process after a fortuitous 
discovery in the part. We must not be misled by the accidental zinc content of ancient copper or 
bronze objects, because many copper ores contain small percentages of zinc ranging from several 
hundred of a percent up to 2 percent and such small percentages in the resultant copper do not make 
brass (Forbes, 1971:272-273). 
The most important metal used in India for consumption were brass (copper and zinc), and 
bronze (copper and tin), and copper. Older description refers to a great variety of metals, but these 
were usually minor variations in the alloy, and were standardized over time. The metals were 
subjected to two basic processes: forging and casting, the products of which could be quite 
different. In general, forging on sheet metal tended to serve the utilitarian end of the market, 
whereas vessels that could be decorated on the outside. The decorative skills varied, but can be 
reduced to two broad types: brightening the surface by polishing or plating, and designing the 
exterior. Designs were affected by hand: engraving on the surface, engraving on a layer of tin fixed 
to the exterior. Usually, the engravings were coloured by lacquer, and the specific combinations 
between the colours of the lines that of the surface distinguished towns such as Bidar and 
Moradabad. Major centers of manufacture possessed both hammers and engravers, but a few were 
especially well known for their decorative work. 
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The assortment of metals and design techniques in different manufacturing regions varied 
due to, among other reasons, the specific preference of communities. Hindus appeared to prefer 
alloys cast iron was both awkward and impure to eat from, copper too sacred, and bronze, a metal 
seemingly not so popular in South Asia, was considered inferior. Bronze did circulate, but on a 
smaller scale than brass, its production was more ruralised, and it is not known to have been used 
extensively for effecting designs. The Muslims, on the other hand, had a weakness for copper, but 
only after plating both the interior and exterior. The layer applied outside rendered itself to 
ornamentation. Thus, it was in towns with large and prosperous Muslim settlements that the 
brazier's art tended to unite with that of the engraver (Roy, 1999: 128-130). 
3.3- HISTORY OF MORADABAD 
Historically, Moradabad a city and district of British India, in the Bareilly division of the 
United Provinces, now it is a divisional headquarter. The city is on the right bank of the river 
Ramganga, 655 ft. above sea-level, and has a station on the Oudh and Rohilkhand railway, 868 
miles from Calcutta (www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moradabad). Moradabad city was established as 
the head office of Chaupala Pargana during Emperor Akbar's regime. In 1624, Rustom Khan, the 
governor of Sambhal, captured it and set up a fort at this place and named it as Rustom Nagar. Later 
on it was named as Moradabad after the name of Shahjahan's son Murad Bux and this name still 
persists. Physical development of the city was started after the construction of Jama Masjid by 
Rustom Khan in 1632 (GpUP, 1968: 51-52). The town forms a large centre of trade in the country. 
It has a special industry in ornamental brassware, sometimes plated with lac or tin, which is then 
engraved. Cotton weaving and printing is also carried on (www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moradabad). 
The district town was converted into a city only in 1994. Two considerations had gone into 
this conversion: one is the population growth and the other is the geographical spread connected 
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with the growth of brassware industry. About 167 kilometers away from Delhi, the city is connected 
by roadways and a railway station to regional and national centers, including the Indian capital and 
the state capital of Lucknow. It is the headquarters of Moradabad district. The district is part of 
Ruhelakhand, the region associated in popular imagination from time immemorial— in Mahabharata 
as part of the Panchal country, in historical evidences as belonging to numerous kingdoms like that 
of Asoka, Harshavardhana, the Chauhan kings, the Mughals, the Ruhela chieftains and in the 18^ 
century to the kingdom of Avadh. Nawab Shujaudaula of Avadh had divided the Ruhelakhand into 
three areas: Moradabad, Bareilly and Badaun. As an administrative unit, Moradabad district had 
faced many changes in its area. In 1950, after the demise of the princely state of Rampur, Moradabad 
became the part of Rampur district. Later on, it was made a separate district by incorporating the 
tehsil and the town together with Amroha, Hasanpur, Sambhal, Bilari and Thakurdwara. 
Moradabad town was converted into a city in 1994 by incorporating 19 villages, and its 
municipal administration was put under a Corporation. With this, the brassware household industry 
had come under one urban conglomeration in place of previous rural-urban divide. The old township 
is highly congested with inhabitants settled earlier. The rural-turned-urban areas can be seen divided 
into two distinct settlement patterns—New Moradabad, with affluent to comfortable residential 
quarters and new production units, and the unplanned spread of working class settlements with least 
municipal facilities. The localities in Moradabad city are clearly segregated into Muslim and Hindu 
dominated areas. The brass workers are not Hindus; about 99% of them belong to the Muslim 
community. The households engaged in brass works can be found all over the City, but some areas 
find heavy concentration (Sekar, 2007b: 8-9). 
Geographical Location: Moradabad city is famous for Brass Metal Handicrafts not only in 
India but also abroad since time immemorial. This city is situated in western Uttar Pradesh between 
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28°-2l' to 28°-16' Latitude North and 78°- 4' to 79' Longitude East (\vww.moradabad.nic.in/). It 
has an average elevation of 186 metres (610 feet) (www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moradabad). The 
District of Moradabad lies east of the Ganges and west of the native state of Rampur. With an area 
of, 2285 sq. m., it lies within the great Gangetic plain, and is demarcated into three subdivisions by 
the rivers Ramganga and Sot. The eastern tract consists of a submontane country, with an elevation 
slightly greater than the plain below, and is traversed by numerous streams descending from the 
Himalayas. The central portion consists of a level central plain descending at each end into the 
valleys of the Ramganga and Sot. The western section has a gentle slope towards the Ganges, with 
a rapid dip into the lowlands a few miles from the bank of the great river. In addition to Moradabad 
the principal towns are Amroha, Sambhal and Chandausi. It passed into the possession of the 
British in 1801. The population in 1901 was 1,191,993. Muslims are more numerous than in any 
other district of the province, forming more than one-third of the total population. The principal 
crops are wheat, rice, millet, pulse, sugar-cane and cotton. The main line of the Oudh and 
Rohilkhand railway traverses the district from south to north, with branches towards Aligarh and 
Rampur. A third branch from Moradabad city towards Delhi crosses the Ganges at 
Garhmukteshwar by a bridge of eleven spans of 200 ft. each 
(www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moradabad). 
Presently it is an Administrative, Industrial and Commercial city. After the establishment of 
Divisional Commissioner Office, its importance and status has further been elevated. This city lies 
on National Highway 24 from traffic and transport point of view and is a main Railway Station, 
also Divisional Headquarters of Northern Railways, on Hawra and Amritsar main line. It is very 
well connected with main cities like Delhi, Lucknow, Bareilly, Patna, Haridwar, etc. by both Rail 
and Road transport. Moradabad is situated at a distance of 167 km (104 miles) from the national 
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capital, New Delhi, at the bank of River Ram Ganga (a tributary to the great Ganges). The city is 
famous for its huge export of brass handicrafts to North America and Europe, and is also thus called 
"Brass City" or Peetal Nagri (in the local language). It has close to four million citizens of various 
ethnicities and religions. Ramganga River flows in the north east and Gangan River is there in south 
west of the city. Being situated on the main railway line and National Highway, Moradabad city has 
bright prospects of development. Industrial and commercial development has taken place at a fast 
pace because the raw material becomes easily available to the city and manufactured goods are 
easily exported (www.moradabad.nic.in/). 
Area & Population: The geographical .area of the Moradabad District is 3493 Sq. Km. Its 
Total population is 27, 61,620 out of which males are 14,94,220 and females are 12,67,400. Of the 
total population, 18, 77,570 constitute the rural population and the rest i.e. 8, 84,040 makes the 
urban population. As of 2001 India Census, Moradabad had a population of 641,240. Males 
constitute 53% of the population and females 47%. Moradabad has an average literacy rate of 52%, 
lower than the national average of 59.5%: male literacy is 56%, and female literacy is 48%. In 
Moradabad, 15% of the population is under 6 years of age 
(www./en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moradabad). 
Infrastructure: The Moradabad District is divided into 6 Tehsils & 13 Blocks. Total number 
of Nyay Panchayats in the district is 87 while Gram Sabhas stands at 883. The total populated 
villages are 1388. The total numbers of Police Stations in the district are 26 out of which 9 are in 
rural area and 17 in the urban area. The total number of Railway Stations (including Halts) is 29. 
Total length of Broad Gauge line is 219 Km. The total number of Post Offices is 226 out of which 
42 are in urban area while 184 in rural area. 
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Economy: Primarily the Economy of the Moradabad District is agrarian based while the 
economy base of Moradabad city is Small Scale Cottage industry, Commerce & Trade. Major crops 
are paddy, wheat, sugarcane and mustard. There is a network of agro based industries namely rice 
& dal processing units and a large number of gur and khandsari units. Over 15000 Small Scale 
Industry Units are spread all over the District having more concentration on urban cities -
Moradabad and Sambhaf. Moradabad city is famous for the Brass Metal Handicrafts and exports to 
the tune of Rs. 22000 million on yearly basis. A good number of artisans are also engaged in home 
manufacturing of horn and bone handicrafts articles in Sambhal. About 12 lacs metric tons of food 
grain, 10 thousand metric tons of oil seeds, 90 lacs metric tons of sugarcane and 2.6 lacs metric tons 
of potatoes are annually produced here and a major part of it is exported to other districts of the 
state and out of the state (www.moradabad.nic.in/). 
3.3.1- ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF BRASS INDUSTRY OF MORADABAD 
Moradabad is one of the chief centers of the brass and copper industry in Uttar Pradesh. It is 
difficult to say whether it originated in the city or whether it was introduced from Persia or 
Kashmir. But it appears that the manufacture of domestic utensils of brass has long been carried on 
at Moradabad. The distinctive decoration of the ware, at any rate in its earlier forms, is at least a 
century old. To this day large quantities of ordinary brass vessels are made, mainly of moulded 
brass obtained from old brass bought from peddlers and villagers by the dealers, who sell it to the 
headman of the actual factory. The latter is usually located in the headman's house, but the 
workmen, who are Muslims of various castes, can hardly be considered this employer, for the 
dealer pays piece-wages for the whole work and the amount paid is distributed on a fixed scale to 
the workmen. After manufacture the vessels are handed over to the dealer, who then passes them on 
to the finisher to be burnished. There is also a considerable industry irl the manufacture of similar 
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vessels by Hindu Thateras from imported sheet brass. The sheets are supplied by the dealers, and 
the Thathems, who work at home and have to provide their own fuel, fluxes and the like, are paid 
contract wages according to the nature of the finished product. Such sheet brass vessels are more 
expensive than those made of re-melted brass and are considered more durable. Iht first stage in 
the evolution of the peculiar Moradabad ware was that of tinning the finished product. This is done 
by Qalaigars, whose processes are very primitive, the layer of tin being usually very thin. The next 
stage was that of engraving the tinned surface, the result of which was to produce an ornamented 
bi-coloured vessel, since the engraving revealed the brass underneath. A further improvement was 
effected by filling up the depressions with melted lac, so as to leave a floral design in white metal 
on a black background. This form, locally known as bidri, was at first characteristics by bold 
patterns; but gradually it gave place to a more mitiute style called marori, while the most recent 
development is that known as charakwan, in which the patterns is in black or coloured lac and the 
background is brass. In the last instance the tinning is omitted and the design is merely chased on 
the brass. Since 1870 the development of the trade has been extraordinary and now thousands of 
workmen are employed. Instead of the ordinary vessels all manner of articles are made in this 
ornamented brass, such as trays, bowls, picture-frames, candle sticks and boxes. Unfortunately, the 
increased demand has led to deterioration in the work and an immense quantity of gaudy rubbish is 
produced, to the great detriment of the craft. Ordinary brass vessels are made also at Dhanaura and 
several other places in the district. At Amroha there'was at one time a considerable manufacture of 
brass fittings for palanquins, carts, chairs and the like. The workmanship was of a high quality, and 
is still very fair, in spite of the reduced demand; but probably the industry would revive if the 
workmen applied their skill to articles of furniture and ornaments, which would be very effective if 
^^-^^J^A^k 
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mounted in brass in the Amroha style (GoUP, 1968:51-52). y '^^^'^ ^^ 
There is no precise information regarding tiie origin of the industry, but it is generally 
believed to be a few centuries old. We come across different information about the origin of this 
industry at Moradabad. First, it is said that there was a carpenter named Parshadi Lai in a mohalla 
known as 'Diwan ka bazaar'. He used to make frames of doors and windows. He also knew the art 
of engraving on wooden frames. Subsequently, the idea of engraving the same art on brass utensils 
came in his mind and he started engraving flowers and leaves on utensils like Thali and Lota with 
tools which he had been using for wooden work. Thus the industry came in to being at Moradabad. 
During the rule of famous Mughal emperor Shahjahan, Subedar Rustam Khan founded the 
city of Moradabad after the name of Shahjahan's third son Murad as mentioned earlier. It is said 
that, with the caravan of Subedar Rustam Khan there came one carpenter and one blacksmith. The 
art of Parshadi Lai gave them inspirations to do engraving work on brass utensils (Industry Outlook 
Report, 1956: 132). 
It is believed that the brassware industry originated from Moradabad and spread to the rest 
of the country. Although the art of brassware developed in the period of Mughals only but evidence 
suggests that Indians from around 3000 B.C. knew the process of metallurgy. The discovery of a 
bronze statue of 'dancing girl' in the Harappan excavation proves that 
(www.moradabadcluster.org/about.htm). 
From the Mughal days a particular brass engraving called 'naqashi' had continued besides 
the decorative art called 'Shia qalam' done in original Moradabadi style. These were said to be very 
famous in the Mughal period. The first Collector of Moradabad, Mr. W. Lacister, got attracted to this 
art in 1801. Following this, artisans found it attractive to sell brass items to the British and also to 
North Indian markets. The first export of brassware was made to UK in 1857. At the turn of the 
nineteenth century, the Maharaja of Jaipur had lots of praise for fine naqashi craftsmen. That was the 
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time when the 'Jaipur style' of ornamentation had found its place in Moradabad craftsmanship. After 
1857, the beautiful 'chitaV and 'ulchaV work was initiated. Chitai is flowery decoration with gems 
and semi-precious stones, with bones and sea shells and other materials. Ulchai is the thick variety 
of this. In course of time, different varieties of these had emerged and categorised: (1) Martodi, (2) 
Darmayani, (3) Neeli Chikan, (4) Shield, (5) Bel, (6) Japani, (7) Mamooli Jali, (8) Natural Bidri, (9) 
Japani, (10) Moti, (11) Choti Chikan, (12) Memari, etc. (Sekar, 2007b: 13). 
The brassware industry in Moradabad saw the blooming period in early 19th century and 
Britishers took the art in foreign markets. Other immigrating artisans from Banaras, Lucknow, Agra 
and Jalesar formed the current cluster of brassware industry in Moradabad 
(www.moradabadcluster.org/about.htm). Besides these and much other finer craftsmanship, 
Moradabad's kitchen utensils and cutlery had a sprawling market in North India in particular, before 
independence. The mouldings were done in kalai (muddy soil) and the name of the process was 
para, where in the potters had specialised in earthen moulds. A process of finishing of these utensils 
called 'Kathai hi Kalai', wherein fine polishing was done with the help of the children who, with 
their nimble dancing feet, would make these articles shine. This process has been totally replaced 
and now kalai is virtually unknown to the local people. By 1920, Kalai had been replaced by 
'darja\ that is, box mouldings. To start with, darja was used for small articles like handles, spouts 
and cutlery. The last was a category of goods that began to be manufactured from 1925 and grew in 
popularity with the western buyers and the Indian rich because of exquisite designs (Sekar, 2007b: 
13). Cutlery began to be manufactured around 1925 and power began to be used towards the end of 
1930. Imported brass sheets were used as raw material in the manufacture of utensils but as they 
were in short supply around 1940, the production of sheets from scrap, virgin copper and zinc was 
taken up locally. 
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In 1947, there were only three big exporters in Moradabad. Lala Bhukan Saran, Mohsin 
Yaar Khan and Haji Kalian. After 1947, when there was large-scale migration from Punjab to 
Moradabad and other cities, the Punjabi Hindus saw the industry as a good investment and began 
sending samples abroad for orders. 
As the industry developed, many outsiders came to settle down in Moradabad. They would 
get things made by multi-process unit manufacturers who were known as karkhanedars fowner of a 
karkhana or factory^. Many of the local Muslim elite also realized the potential of this business and 
began exporting goods. Haji Mohammad Jan, Mohammad Dawood who now have almost eight 
firms, and Haji Mohammad Zakaria, Mohammad Yahiya, who also have several firms of exporters, 
are amongst the earliest ones (Burra, 2005:141). 
Earlier, colour was not permanent. In the nineteenth century, "dark pen" work started which 
continues even to this day. By 1947, oxidized colours were introduced with the help of the battery 
or spray machine. Nowadays, the colouring process has become advanced and shell colours, Liquor 
paint, etc. 
Before independence, imported brass sheets were used as raw material. As these were in 
short supply, the sheets were being made locally from 1940 onwards. The sheets are now being 
made from out of brass scrap, virgin copper, zinc and lead, all mixed in a certain proportion. Most of 
these basic metals are imported. 
A lot of change has taken place in trade also. Before independence, Moradabad basically 
served the local and national market, with a few exports. With the partition, large scale migrants had 
come from Punjab and other places that started exploring the possibilities of trade, both in the 
national and international market. As the brass kitchenware was increasingly replaced by stainless 
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steel, the domestic market shrank. Aggressive exploration of foreign markets resulted in export 
boom from the sixties. It was known from the field visit that Moradabad was not a centre of export 
of brass items. It was Delhi from where big export houses used to purchase finished items from 
Moradabadi brass workers on demand and supply them abroad. In course of time, that is, from the 
late sixties, exporters found it difficult to carry on expanding business sitting in Delhi, and so many 
of them shifted to Moradabad. 
As the demand for Moradabad brassware increased, the craftsmen found themselves in better 
economic condition. But the problems related to increasing demand for raw material and viable 
marketing strategy emerged. This was attempted to be solved by the establishment of cooperatives in 
1952 wherein the members were the local brass workers and moulders. The cooperative represented 
the brass workers in every activity, from purchase of raw materials from government agencies to 
distributing these among the artisans as per their needs. In all probability, the role of the middlemen 
called bhartiyas (literally, recruiters) emerged very crucial at this juncture. However, these 
cooperatives were not equipped to face the challenges of the market which was gradually getting 
export oriented. In the sixties, export business established itself, changing terms of trade and gaining 
government favour for earning valuable foreign exchange. One the one hand, the exporters took over 
the control of the industry; and, on the other, they emerged as the strongest lobby propagating the 
interests of the industry from their own perspective. This is adequately reflected in the policy 
decision of the Government of India in the early seventies. 
In 1970-71, the practice of allocating raw material to the cooperatives was dispensed with 
and the sole right of its import was given to the exporters. Presently these cooperatives are 
dysfunctional. The bhartiyas have emerged as links between the exporters and the artisans, and there 
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is no direct contact between the controllers of the industry, that is the exporters and the dependants, 
that is, the artisans and the primary producers. 
With the rise of the exporters, the nature of the industry and produce has undergone 
changes. Naqashi and kalai are nearly extinct and are things of the past (Sekar, 2007b: 14-15). 
After 1970, a new process of sheet work was introduced and this was done on lathes. Goods like 
planters began to be manufactured in this fashion and this did not require a high level of skill. These 
goods were made in factories and a large number of the unemployed rural poor came to the city to 
be employed in these factories. The term 'art metal ware', though not very precisely defined, is 
generally used to denote metal articles which have a higher input of 'artistic skill' as compared to 
functional household metal wares. More than 90 per cent of the goods produced in Moradabad are 
exported (Burra, 2005: 141). At present there are only a very few highly skilled craftsmen carrying 
the banner of Moradabadi traditions and most of the workers are either semi-skilled or unskilled 
engaged in casting and polishing, processes that are tremendously hazardous. From this backdrop it 
is understood that the industry has undergone tremendous change in terms of technology, 
craftsmanship, the produce and its marketing strategy (Sekar, 2007b: 15). 
In 1980's various other metal wares like EPNS, iron, aluminum etc. were also introduced to 
the art industry of Moradabad. New technologies like Electroplating, lacquering, powder coating 
etc. also found its way to the industry (www.moradabadcluster.org/about.htm). 
PRESENT PROFILE 
Moradabad is renowned for brass work and has carved a niche for itself in the handicraft 
industry throughout the world, ft is now one of the biggest exports centers of handicraft in the state. 
Today, it houses around 29% of the artisans in India. The modem, attractive, and artistic brassware, 
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jewellery and trophies made by skilled artisans are the main crafts. The attractive brassware is 
exported to countries like USA, Britain, Canada, Germany and Middle East Asia. 
There are about 600 export units and 5000 industries in the district. Moradabad exports 
goods worth Rs. 22000 million every year. Recently other products like Iron Sheet Metal wares, 
Aluminium Artworks have also been included as per need of the foreign Buyers. Mentha is also 
exported worth Rupees several millions from Moradabad (www.moradabadcluster.org/about.htm). 
The per capita income of Moradabad is one of the highest in Uttar Pradesh. The per day 
income of craftsman could be somewhere between Rs. 50 to Rs. 80. Most of the works in this 
industry are carried out on contract basis. 
Due to increase of exports and popularity in foreign markets especially in Europe, America, 
Italy and other countries, a large number of exporters are establishing their units and started their 
export. Out of the seven industrial corridors declared by the State Govt, in Industrial Policy 1999-
2002, Moradabad is one of them. The Government is investing a lot of money to improve 
infrastructure facilities to promote the Industrial activities at Moradabad like 24 hours uninterrupted 
power supply, construction of By-pass, Proposal for widening and making 4 lanes Delhi-
Moradabad Road. About 450 Acres of land has been acquired to develop a New Industrial Area for 
Export Oriented Units at Pakbara to Dingarpur Road. Thus this is a good opportunity for new 
entrepreneurs to establish their projects (www.moradabadcluster.org/about.htm). 
3.3.2- INDUSTRY DEFINITION BY DESCRIPTION OF MAIN PRODUCTS 
Brassware industry in Moradabad, a premier metal ware centre in the country, is essentially 
home based and the handicraft items defined as art ware products that are manufactured in 
Moradabad can be broadly classified into 10 items such as Electroplated nickel silver ware. Brass 
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utensils, Copper utensils, Copper alloy utensils, Copper alloy ware electroplated with nickel/silver, 
Brass art ware. Copper art ware. Art ware of bronze/similar alloys, Art ware of Bidri and Art ware of 
aluminium. The articles made in Moradabad include traditional decanters, vases, bowls, finger bowls 
and more recently table lamps, candle stands, ash - trays, pin trays, coasters and bells, etc. Common 
items produced are flower vases, planters, wall plates, candle stands, cutlery, dinner services etc. The 
products can be broadly classified into two categories, those, which are manufactured by sand 
casting method and those, which are made out of brass sheets (Sekar, 2007b: 15-16). 
Table 3.1: Two broadly classified categories of Brassware 
S.No. 
1 
2 
1 J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Products manufactured by sand casting 
method 
Bathroom Fittings 
Door Handles 
Candle stand 
Flower vase 
Lemon set 
Coffee Pot 
Tea-Pot 
Cramer set ( namakdaniyaan 
or vessels for keeping salt) 
Lamps 
Ashtrays 
Watches (astronomical clock) 
Jug 
Animal figures 
Products manufactured out of 
brass sheets 
Betel Plates (Paan dan) 
Deg (large cooking vessel/pot) 
Patilee (small size cooking vessel/pot) 
Tea set 
Lemon set 
Planters 
Wine coolers 
Sugar pot. Tea pot 
Tray 
Lota (Water pot) 
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14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Statues 
X-Mas items 
Trophies 
Cups 
Shield 
Cutlery 
Dishes 
Bdls {ghantiyan ) 
Goblet (wine cups) 
Aftaaba (surahi) 
Wall plates 
Belan (local wheat bread or chapati 
roller) Chakla (base on which local 
wheat bread chapati is rolled), Chimta 
(tongs) and Karhai (frying pan) 
Cork (brass cork used in water lines) 
(Source: Sekar, 2007b: 16). 
3.3.3- ENTRY AND EMPLOYMENT PATTERN 
In Moradabad there were 16732 brassware manufacturing units in 2001. The brassware 
industry is structurally fragmented and it can be broadly divided into three segments viz. 
exporters/traders, the brass workers/artisans and the middleman/agents serving as a link between the 
two. There is almost no contact between the traders and the artisans. The exporters/traders hold the 
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levers of control, both as suppliers of raw material and sellers of the finished products. The agents 
called bhartiyas take the orders from the exporters. The karigars constitute the unskilled workers, 
semi-skilled, skilled and master craftsmen. The karigars work at the household level either as part of 
the family or as wage earners. 
Types of enterprises in the industry and production linkages among different types of enterprises and 
mediation of linkages 
Brassware manufacturing in Moradabad takes place in different types of establishments such 
as the factories (large enterprises/Exporter units), workshops (smaller manufacturing units/ 
Karkhanedar units) and in the single process household units (artisan units). The factories are 
generally owned by large-scale exporters, which are comparatively big, both in terms of turnover 
and number of workers employed. They procure the orders from the foreign market. The second 
category, the workshops are smaller manufacturing units, which are locally termed as "karkhanas". 
The owners of most of these workshops act as middlemen between exporters and small-scale 
producers and artisans. Once the exporters procure the orders from the foreign market, the 
production process is initiated through these middlemen (bhartiyas) or thekedars. Many a times they 
serve as the only link between them and there is virtually no direct contact between the exporters and 
the artisans. Though in the past the bhartiyas (middlemen) did not necessarily own a unit, presently 
It is the owner of the multi-process unit who plays various roles, including that of the thekedar, 
designer, manager, and salesman, who takes the responsibility of marketing. They take the orders 
from the exporters and depending on the need, these middlemen supply raw material, machines and 
equipments or money in advance to the karigar (artisan). They coordinate between different 
processes and craftsmen. In other words, the responsibility of supplying the products as per the 
order, on time and with assured quality rests with these middlemen. 
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The single process household units or artisan units are generally engaged in any one of the 
various processes involved in the brassware. The owners of these single-processing units are locally 
known as "ustad". Many of them are master craftsmen. They get the work done with the help of 
karigars, ranging from unskilled workers, semi-skilled workers and skilled workers in various 
processes. They work at the household level, either as family members or as wage earners. Each 
individual karigar is generally specialized in one process. The household units or the factories 
known as Karkhanas get the orders along with the raw materials, money in advance and /or 
machines from the bhartiyas, as per their requirement. Their responsibility is to carry out the 
concerned process and supply the goods on time. 
Figure 3.1; Flow chart showing stages of production and work activities 
Buying House (Agency) 
^ 
Exporter Manufacturer 
^ 
Multi- process unit owner 
(Karkhanedar) 
T 
Small and Household unit owners 
^ 
Finishing and Packing 
Transport and forwarding 
^ 
Shipping 
(Source: Sekar, 2007b: 30). 
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> The Importers of brassware place their orders through their buying agencies in Delhi who 
also provide product design. 
> Buying agency places order to the Exporter Manufacturer. 
> Exporter Manufacturer distributes the order to various Multi-process unit owners for 
different variety of products. 
> Multiprocessor unit owner {Karkhamdar) who also acts as middlenian or thekedar, further 
distributes the order to a number of small and household unit owners. 
> The products are then sent to the Exporter Manufacturer for polishing, electroplating and 
packing, etc. The packaged articles are then checked and verified by Customs Authorities 
and Shipping Agent. The articles are then placed in the containers and sent by transport to 
Inland Container Depot, Moradabad to be loaded in the goods train bound for Mumbai. 
> The Forwarding agent does all the formalities of customs clearance, customs duty payment 
and finally hands over the container to the shipping line (Sekar, 2007b: 28-30). 
3.3.4- MAIN PROCESSES / STAGES INVOLVED IN BRASS WARE MANUFACTURING 
1. CASTING 
The clay used for moulding brass known as kalai is typical to Moradabad and this clay soil is 
not found in any other part of India. This is one of the reasons for brassware developing here. This 
muddy soil was used for para method of moulding. These mouldings were prepared by the potters in 
accordance with the designs given by the artisans. The brass filled moulds were heated in foundry, 
and after heating, utensils were taken out for further processing. After the introduction of the darja 
method of moulding, potters have become redundant. But, by then, fine craftsmen had emerged to 
attract attention of the buyers. It is basically this tradition of craftsmanship that had earned the 
reputation of Moradabad. 
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In this context, it is important to differentiate the two aspects of the entire process of 
manufacturing brass items. One is the low skill process related to moulding, scrapping, polishing, 
etc. The other is the high skill oriented decorative process. The later is famous for "art metal" 
products. The first category attracts maximum number of workers and the life is hazardous for this 
category. Even though this category of work does not require high skill, over the years, Moradabad 
has developed a vast pool of workers who have nothing else to do. They are the lowest paid, and are 
always there as reserved workers. It is in this category that we hear the complaints of outsiders, 
particularly from Bihar, are impinging on their income. 
Master craftsmen are not so numerous, and are in demand and are paid well. They have been 
creatively adapted themselves with the demands of the time. If naqashi is no more, the chitai work 
has proliferated. Similarly, they have responded well to the demands of the designers, as also to the 
global requirement for newer varieties of products. One visit to the brass market will convince 
anyone about the range of products~from smaller varieties to the heavier ones. What is common to 
both these varieties of craftsmen is their traditional home base. This tradition continues even though 
its economic base has changed from independent producers to contract suppliers. As contract 
suppliers of finished goods, they are now part of an intricate network. What has survived in this 
change is the unit system of transaction. The orders are placed with the household unit. 
The brass ingots along with scrap material are heated in the earthenware crucibles placed inside 
a coal-fired furnace where the temperature is about 900 degree centigrade. The air for the 
combustion of coal is supplied in most cases by hand driven blowers. The crucible is taken out and 
the molten brass is poured in the moulds of desired design. Furnace pit is cleaned daily to take out 
ash and cinder. 
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Children are mostly employed for furnace pit cleaning, rotating the wheel, which is locally 
called as Pankha, of hand-driven blowers to keep the furnace fire burning. After the temperature had 
reached a certain level, the child would test it by opening the top of the underground furnace and 
throwing a little chalk powder into it. If the molten brass is ready, there would be blue and green 
flames shooting up from the mouth of the furnace. The child would then take a large pair of tongs 
and lift the crucible of molten brass from the furnace and hand it over to the adult who would then 
pour the molten brass into the already prepared moulds. In a single furnace unit mainly two workers 
are employed. The worker who melts the scrap in earthen mould is locally called as gharia. He 
prepares the mixture (riverbed sand and molasses, sand and water, sand and charcoal, sand and brake 
oil) and also cleans the work area. Person who actually carries out the casting work locally called as 
dhalaiya. He makes the pattern with the mixture and then pours the molten metal into the box 
(mould). According to the Moradabad Gazetteer the original method of casting was done by the 
"Para method" by which the earthen moulds were used to give shape to molten metal. After 1920 the 
"Darja" or box moulding method was introduced but by this method only small article like handles 
and spouts were made. Metal casting or Founding involves the pouring of molten metal into the 
hollow inside of a heat resistant mould, which is the outside or negative shape of the pattern of the 
desired metal object. 
The basic principles of foundry technology have changed little in thousands of years. However, 
processes have become more mechanized and automatic. Wooden patterns have been replaced by 
metal and plastic, new substances have been developed for producing cores and moulds, and a wide 
range of alloys are used. The most prominent foundry process is sand casting of iron. Iron, steel, 
brass and bronze are traditional cast metals. Toxic metal fumes and dust from typical alloys are a 
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special hazard of brass and bronze foundries. Exposures to lead above safe limits in melting, pouring 
and finishing operations are common, especially where alloys have a high lead composition. 
BRASS SHEET WORK 
Some of the articles like planters, shields, cups, etc. are made by using brass sheets. Though 
they are in demand both, in the national market as well as international market, exporters in India are 
facing stiff competition from countries like China and South Korea where there is mechanization and 
use of innovative production techniques. As a result, export orders for items made of brass sheet 
have fallen dramatically. It is estimated that products made by using brass sheets constitute only 5 to 
7 percent of the total export orders of brassware. 
These Countries use rubber die technology and also special quality annealing machine. The 
wall panels depicting history of Buddhism and Jungle Figurine (the designs are embossed on to the 
panels by the machine itself) are in great demand in the world market and several transnational 
companies are the special clientele for these brass sheet wall panels which are large in size and are 
used in hotels, institutions, art galleries, fashion houses, departmental stores in cities like, Paris, 
London, Edinburgh, New York, etc. 
PROCESS INVOLVED IN BRASS SHEET WORK 
At first various patterns are made on the sheet with the help of iron pencil. Then die is made 
by using iron pattern and double action power press. The weight of the die is usually 50 Kg. for an 
item of 10 inches 16 inches configuration. Then turning is done with the help of lathe machine to 
give the required shape to the article. A large number of articles made by using brass sheet have 
handles, spouts and other attachments and these are made by traditional sand casting method. The 
basic designs like flower, birds, animal figures and other motifs are embossed onto the products by 
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manually pasting the designs by putting the die or pattern on the surface of the article covered with a 
cycle tube (rubber) which is then gradually beaten with the help of a small hammer. 
After this, the process of Scraping is carried out to scrap out the excess brass and to make the 
piece as per the specifications, i.e., desired configuration and weight. Polishing is done after 
scrapping with the help of polishing machine using buff and polishing powder. Depending on the 
buyers' specifications, electroplating and lacquering are carried out. Use of imported brass sheets as 
raw material in the manufacture of utensils started during around 1930 when electricity was 
introduced in the manufacture of brassware. Around 1940 the production of sheets from scraps, i.e., 
virgin copper and zinc was taken up locally. After 1970, a new process of sheet work was introduced 
in Moradabad brassware involving the use of lathe machine. 
2. WELDING 
Some articles of intricate design having complex geometrical structure are cast in parts. 
These parts are then gas welded together by using L.P.G. Stoves. After taking out the piece from the 
blast furnace it is welded by using welding machine, which consists of flame containing Oxygen and 
L.P.G cylinders. Welding is carried out in five different ways: 
> Welding using coal fired furnace and heating the pieces by applying borax powder or suhaga 
at the edges. This method is locally called as Bhatti ki welding 
> Industrial / technical welding using L.P.G cylinder and Oxygen cylinder. Welding by this 
method is comparatively cheaper and very popular in Moradabad brassware manufacturing 
> Stove welding by using kerosene oil stove 
> Electric welding, which is costly 
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> Welding using Laser. This method is not popular in Moradabad brassware manufacturing 
In a welding workshop there are normally 2 adult workers. The Main worker and a helper 
engaged on day-to-day basis. Helper is normally a child, whose job is to hold the pieces to be 
welded. Usually casting is done in two parts and both these parts are then welded by using L.P.G 
cylinder and Oxygen cylinder (Sekar, 2007b: 36-41). While the adults actually doing the work of 
welding wear protective gear; the children passing the goods to them have no protection. Nearly 
three-fourths of the work force in welding workshops are children, aged from 6-9 
(www.karmayog.org/library/libartdis.asp?r= 152&libid=249). 
WELDING PROCESS 
1. Tying metal wires on the pieces to be welded 
2. The pieces to be welded are heated on kerosene stove by applying borax powder on the surface 
3. Industrial welding by using oxygen cylinder and L.P.G cylinder 
3. THREADING 
Threading, locally known as chudi katai is done after welding. The product on which 
threading or drilling to be done is kept under the pointer of the machine in which electric motor is 
attached. The process of threading requires hand eye coordination and the person who actually 
works on the machine has to judge the pressure to be applied on the machine for carrying out the 
drilling /threading work. Normally one skilled worker operates the machine and either a child or an 
unskilled worker helps him in his work. 
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4. SCRAPING 
Scraping, locally known as chilai is done after threading. Odd shaped or round articles such 
as spoons, handles, etc. are scraped out by manual chiseling and filing. By mounting the round 
shaped article on a rotating shaft and by holding a tool against it, the excess brass poured into the 
mould during the casting of articles is scraped out. The tool is attached with a motor, which is 
connected to the rotating shaft. Based on his own judgment, a skilled worker scraps out the excess 
brass to make the piece in desired shape and weight. He is usually helped in his work by a helper 
who is a child or an unskilled adult worker. 
5. GRINDING EMERY 
If the articles that are to be scraped or smoothened are of any other shape, i.e., square, 
oblong, triangular etc., other than round, then scraping is done by using Grinding machine or Emery 
machine. Though the machine is the same, the wheels used are different. If the product or article is 
to be scraped by Grinding machine, then Grinding wheel that is used the one which has a R.P.M, of 
2800/minute. This wheel is called as grinding wheel and it is made of stone. If the article is to be 
scraped by using Emery machine then Emery wheel made of crushed stone is used. Depending on" 
the article or product to be scraped the wheels are changed. The machine is attached to a motor, 
which rotates the shaft, where on both the side Grinding/Emery wheel is fixed. In a single machine 
normally two adult skilled workers work and they are helped by a child or an unskilled adult worker. 
Carrying out this process requires strong hand eye coordination and judgment. 
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6. ACID CLEANING 
The process of acid cleaning usually takes place after scraping and before polishing. After 
scraping, the articles are cleaned by washing in hydrochloric acid bath. Children are employed for 
dipping the articles in the bath, as well as in tying and untying of the articles with copper wires to 
facilitate the dipping. The vapours of copper chloride, zinc chloride and mist of hydrochloric acid 
are emitted from acid tub during cleaning of brass articles. Inhalation of these vapours causes 
damage to respiratory tract and chest diseases. 
7. ENGRAVING AND COLOURING 
Engraving is very delicate and artistic work of cutting pre-decided designs on the surface of 
metal with the help of engraving tools and a lightweight mallet or hammer. It is then painted with 
colours to enhance its beauty. In case of ordinary work, the engraver carves the design from 
memory. If the designs are intricate, the designs are first drawn on paper and outlined on the ware. 
After engraving, the resultant depressions are filled with shellac by heating the articles and applying 
shellac sticks. The articles are then glazed by rubbing with wood ash. The main raw materials used 
are shellac, lacquer, colours, thinners, soft coke and zinc oxide. Goods are polished both before and 
after engraving. Engraving is considered to be one of the earliest processes of embellishing metal 
ware. The engraved metalwork of Moradabad is highly intricate and decorative. Various tools such 
as the "kalam" (a steel pointed pencil) are used to trace the pattern on to the brass, silver or copper. 
A "thapi" and "tipai" are used for the actual engraving. The Master craftsmen in Moradabad engrave 
traditional patterns on vases, bowls and plates. Cobweb patterns, later richly enameled in subtly 
blended in glowing reds, greens and blues emerge in highly polished brass and gleam through the 
overlay of fused colour. Moradabad engravers produce extremely fine and delicate work. 
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8. POLISHING 
After engraving the articles are polished by holding them against the electrically rotating bob 
made up of waste cotton. To obtain a glittering appearance a polishing aid locally known as 
'polishing masald or emery powder is used. Normally one adult skilled worker is involved in the 
polishing work in Polishing machine which is also known as Buffing machine and he is assisted by a 
helper usually an unskilled adult worker or a child (Sekar, 2007b: 42-46). Of the 25,000 workers in 
the polishing section, 12,000 are children who spend their days applying chemicals on the wares to 
be polished and dipping them in acid baths before polishing 
(www.karmayog.org/library/libartdis.asp?r=152&libid=249). The way in which this process is 
carried out is very dangerous because the machines used for polishing do not have an exhaust system 
attached and there is no provision of screen or enclosures to prevent flying objects hitting the face of 
the worker. There is always possibility of getting injuries in the eyes and other parts of the body 
either due to flying dust particles or due to slipping of the metal piece being polished. Lung disorders 
from inhalation of dust generated during polishing and constant pain in the fingers due to continuous 
holding of the brass article against rotating bob are also reported. The process of polishing by using 
polishing machine is also known as buffing machine. 
9. ELECTROPLATING 
Electroplating is done to give a decorative finish, to increase corrosion resistance and to 
correct the irregularities on the surface of articles. The piece, which is to be electroplated, is first 
polished by using Polishing machine then cleaning is done with the help of mixture containing 
caustic soda (Sekar, 2007b: 47). One-fourth of the work force in electroplating consist of children 
who busy themselves tying the articles with wires which are then submerged by adults in chemical 
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tanks containing potassium cyanide. After plating, the wires are removed by tlie cliildren and the 
goods are taken out to dry in the sun with the help of sprinkling ammonium chloride powder on them 
(www.karmayog.org/library/libartdis.asp?r=152&libid=249), which absorbs moisture and hastens 
drying. There are two types of procedures followed for plating as per the specifications, such as 
Ordinary plating and High Quality plating. Surface preparation or pretreatment of substance is of 
fundamental importance in electroplating. The efficiency of these operations control the adhesion of 
the electroplated metal. Generally, brass copper and its alloys, nickel, stainless steel, silver, silver 
alloys and titanium are plated upon by gold. Owing to the high cost of gold, greater emphasis is 
commonly placed on the rigorous control of the pretreatment process such as completely free from 
grease and oil, free from significant oxide and other surface films, free from gross defects of surface 
finish such as scratches, tool marks, casting defects, pitting corrosion etc. and to be of uniform in 
appearance, smooth and preferably bright. The various cleaning and other pretreatment processes 
through which an article must pass before it may be successfully electroplated are as follows: 
1. Preliminary cleaning or degreasing 
2. Desalting 
3. Polishing 
4. Hot alkaline cleaning or degreasing and 
5. Final cleaning 
The purpose of electroplating is to prevent or postpone the tarnishing of wares. 
METAL PLATING (SURFACE PREPRATION) Sequences of preparation of different polished 
metal surfaces -
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COPPER AND COPPER ALLOYS 
Degreasing Alkaline Cleaning Water rinse Dilute Sulphuric acid dip 
— Water rinse Plating the desired metal. 
ALUMINIUM AND ALUMINIUM ALLOYS 
Degreasing Alkaline Cleaning Water rinse 
Dip in HN03HF Solution Water rinse Zinc immersion 
Dip Water rinse Rochelle Copper Cyanide Strike and plating Water rinse -
Plating the desired metal. 
PLASTIC PARTS 
Chemical Conditioning Water rinse Sensitizing 
-Water rinse Activation Water rinse 
Electroplating Water rinse Building up thickness 
electrolytic ally Water rinse Plating the desired metal. 
10. LACQUIRING 
Lacquering is done on brass and metallic items, especially in furniture, door handles, brass 
lamps in temple, as brass on exposure to atmosphere get tarnished. The saline atmosphere of coastal 
cities affects the surface of the metal requiring Lacquering also. The brass surface is also affected 
due to chemical fumes of refinery, fertilizer plants, city pollution and dust, etc. In Moradabad 
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lacquering is done in Factories or Exporter manufacturer units and also in one or two Karkhanas or 
multi- process units. 
11. PACKAGING 
The packaging, packing as well as labeling inserting company's logo is done as per the 
specifications from the buyer. Depending on the products the type of packaging required is chosen. 
Precious items, which have been gold-plated or silver-plated are first rolled in cotton and then 
packed in thermocoal boxes. The articles / products are packed into corrugated boxes, which are 
taped and then tied up by using plastic ribbons, which are stapled using packing machine. Generally 
unskilled workers are employed in the packing process. The packages undergo Vibration and Drop 
Test (ISTA lA) and the Metal Testing Laboratory is the only laboratory in India certified by 
International Safe Transit Association for carrying out this test. The packaged product is subjected to 
vibration tests depending on the weight of the package. They are dropped at least ten times at various 
angles including at the manufacturing joint of the carton, at the three edges pointing towards the 
manufacturing joints and the six faces. The carton after vibration and drop test are evaluated. If any 
damage to the product or packaging material is observed after these tests,.necessary modification is 
made in the packaging design. 
12. SHIPPING ^%^^ 
The packed articles are loaded in the containers which are of two different sizes, i.e., 20 feet 
and 40 feet right in the factory premises after duly inspected by the Customs Inspectors. Then the 
containers are sent in 16 wheel trucks to Inland Container Depot (ICD) in Moradabad. The 
containers are then loaded onto goods train bound for Bombay. There is some uncertainty of the 
arrival of Goods Train at Moradabad. The container reaches Bombay in 4 to 5 days and from there 
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loaded onto Cargo ships which carry them to their respective destinations. It is the responsibility of 
the exporters to send the finished product either to the ICD at Moradabad or ICD at Delhi or directly 
to which carry the products to U.S.A and European Countries, are: 
EUROPIAN SHIPPING LINES: SAF marine; CMA Shipping line; ZIM line; MSC line; NOR 
ASIA. 
U.S.A. SHIPPING LINES: MAERSK Shipping line; HOEGH Shipping line; HANZIN Shipping 
line. 
In Moradabad, since most of the manufacturing processes are outsourced and are carried out in 
informal or household units there is very limited number of processes where technology could be 
introduced in brassware manufacturing. Technological introduction has taken place where a product 
is manufactured as a part of a continuous process, or cases where large number of items is produced. 
Despite its existence for more than a century, improvements in production techniques are taking 
place at a very low pace. The existing technology is traditional and has become obsolete. The 
maximum use of manual appliances increases the cost of production and affects the quality of the 
products. The industry is highly labour intensive. Introduction of technology is needed to break the 
existing stagnation. To start with, manual to semi-mechanization of units so that both traditional and 
modern methods can be run side by side till the time is ripe for complete mechanization. An 
intermediate technology can be adopted which is more productive than the primitive one but cheaper 
than sophisticated and highly capital intensive technology of modem industry. Improved technology 
will also reduce rejection in production and will also save material losses (Sekar, 2007b: 47-54). 
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3.3.5- STUDIES ON CHILD LABOUR IN MORADABAD 
Comprehensive study on home based brassware industries in Moradabad is wanting. Most of 
the earlier studies had concentrated on the extent of child labour, conditions of the working children 
and their families, the numerous processes operative in the households, problems of implementation 
of the labour laws, poverty and lack of alternative employment opportunities, and so on. These are 
more of descriptive nature and analytical depth is lacking. 
One of the earliest surveys which looked into the processes in house-hold units and the extent 
of child labour there in has noted the predominance of male child workers. Over the years, it has 
seen to the decline of female workers to its present 10% of the total workforce (Neera Burra). Is it 
related to the shift in the production organization? We are not sure if the earlier 'independent 
production units' had included the contributions of the female family members. It would be 
interesting to know if the movement away from 'production units' to 'process units' had eliminated 
female participation. It is this that the 'process units' involves external linkages and their controls 
over the production process. Such external involvement might have acted as a deterrent, in a 
conservative social milieu, in directly involving female workers to the point of recognizing their 
contributions. However, this observation needs to be substantiated. 
G.B. Pant Social Science Institute conducted a study focusing on the historical background, 
structure of the industry, the processes in which 7 children are predominantly employed, the wage 
structure, profile of the working children by education and aspirations, and so on. It also looked into 
the workings of various action plans, including rehabilitation programmes. The limitation of this 
study is that it exclusively relied on the sample working children. It did not look even into the 
relationship of the child with the family and its relation to the industry. As a result, it does not 
answer the 'why' of child labour. 
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The survey by the Operation Research Group, on the other hand, had taken a wider 
perspective, and includes important information. But it had concentrated on the registered units in 
Moradabad district, brassware forming a part. Moreover, it deals with the organised sector. It hardly 
deals with the brassware household units. Its recommendations were also related to the gearing up of 
the organized sector. The Report of the "World Vision—North Zone is basically based on focus group 
discussion and a few case studies. Unfoitunateiy, the Report is rather sketchy and impiessionistic. 
A Baseline Survey Report was conducted by ASK, an NGO, in 1998 in the Rahmat Nagar 
area of Moradabad. It was conducted to facilitate the community level work in that area. It gives a 
good account of the households of the area where there is concentration of brassware units. But the 
report is area specific, and not industry specific. 
In all this literature there was hardly any study that looked into the role of technological 
change in reducing the demand for child labour in the brassware industry of Moradabad. Evidence 
from studies conducted in other parts of the world indicates that technological change reduced the 
demand for child labour both through mechanising unskilled processes in which children were 
concentrated, as well as by requiring the greater skill and strength of adults. 
As the demand for child labour related to technical change, in today's developing economies 
it has not received much attention in contemporary debates on child labour. The central concern of 
Sekar's study is the impact of 8 technological change and industry restructuring on not only the 
employment of children but also on the employment and earnings of skilled and unskilled adult 
workers. For the purpose of this study technological change in broad sense includes the organization 
of production and industry restructuring, diffusion of existing technologies, mechanization, and 
changes in production processes and products (Sekar, 2007b: 6-8). 
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CHAPTER 4 
CHILD LABOUR IN MORADABAD 
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CHAPtER-4 
CHILD LABOUR IN MORADABAD 
4.1- MACRO SCENARIO 
4.2- MICRO SCENARIO 
4.2.1- HAZARDOUS / NON-HAZARDOUS 
4.2.2- EFFECTS ON CHILDREN'S HEALTH WORKING IN THE BRASS INDUSTRY OF 
MORADABAD 
4.1- MACRO SCENARIO 
Children have the right to a joyful childhood, Every child has the right to grow up in a safe 
and nurturing environment with protection and guidance from their guardians. Whether in the cities 
or in villages, at homes or in schools: a child is always a child and deserves a childhood free from 
exploitation and abuse. 
Yet, millions of children are being robbed of their childhood every day. They are employed in 
many industries and trades, including garments, footwear, brick kilns, stainless steel, hotels, and 
textiles shops. Many work in export-oriented hazardous industries like carpet weaving, gem 
polishing, glass blowing, match works, brassware, electroplating, lead mining, stone quarrying, lock 
making and beedi rolling (indigenous cigarette in which tobacco is rolled in a tendu leaf). 
In addition, nearly 85 percent of child labourers in India are hard to reach, invisible and 
excluded, as they work largely in the unorganized sector, both rural and urban, with in the family or 
in household-based units, which are generally out of the purview of labour laws 
(www.unicef.org/india/child-protection-1726.htm). 
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However, child labour is not peculiar to India alone; it is a global phenomenon. Recent 
estimates (1998) by ILO point out those developing countries alone account for 120 million working 
children (between 5-14 years of age). Of these, 61 percent are found in Asia (VVGNLI, 1996: 8). 
Asia records the highest concentration of child labour with 44.6 million children in the 10-14 age 
groups. Africa follows with 23.6 million child workers. Three countries in south Asia namely, 
Bangladesh, India and Pakistan record the largest number of child labourers in the world. India ranks 
first in the number of child labourers in the world (Sooryamoorthy, 1998: 1). 
Although India has the largest child labour population in the world in terms of absolute 
number, the proportion of working child to the total labour force is lower in India than in many other 
developing countries. Child labour constitutes 14.37 percent of the total labour force in India 
(VVGNLI, 1996: 8-9). 
Another aspect of child labour in India is that it is much more of a rural than urban 
phenomena. Approximately 90 percent of the working children in the rural areas are employed in 
agriculture and allied activities (www.pib.nic.in/feature/feyr2003/ffeb2003/f260220031.html). 
Cultivation, agricultural labour, livestock, forestry and fisheries account for 85 percent of child 
labour. In the urban areas, manufacturing, servicing and repair account for 8.74 percent of child 
labour of this, only 0.8 percent of child labour work in factories (VVGNLI, 1996: 9). The 
unorganized and informal sector, both in urban and rural areas account for almost the entire child 
labour force (www.pib.nic.in/feature/feyr2003/ffeb2003/f260220031 .html). 
CHILD LABOUR: A GLOBAL PHENOMENON 
The proportion of child labour to the total labour force is much lower in India compared to 
many developing countries. Figure 4.1 Shows estimated percentage of economically active children 
between 10 and 14 years of age in 1995 in different parts of the world. 
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Figure 4.1; % of Economically Active Children, 1995 
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(Source: Quoted in VVGNLI, 1996: 8). 
As per the Global Report on Child Labour released by ILO recently, there are 191 million 
economically active children in the world in the age group of 5-14 years in the year 2004. This has 
come down by 9.6% from 211 million in the year 2000. Out of these, 64% are concentrated in Asia 
Pacific region, followed by 26% in Sub-Saharan Africa, 3% in Latin American and Caribbean 
Countries and 7% in other areas. 
Around 70% of the working children are in Agricultural sector, 22% in services and 9% in 
industry including mining, construction and manufacturing. 
There has been a sharp decline of 33% in the children working in hazardous occupations in 
the age group of 5-14 years. Latin America and the Caribbean stand out in terms of a rapid decline in 
the number of child labour from 17.4 million in 2000 to 5.7 million in 2004 i.e. a decline of 67% in 
child labour. 
In terms of activity rate, i.e. the percentage of children who are economically active in their 
age group, there has been a very significant decline in the Latin America and the Caribbean from 
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16.1% to 5.1%. The world average activity rate of children in 5-14 years age group is 15.8%. The 
activity rate in sub-Saharan Africa is 26.4% and in Asia-Pacific region is 18.8%. Interestingly, the 
activity rate of children in this age group in India as per Census 2001 is 5%, which has come down 
from 5.7% in 1991 (Gol, 200?: 6). 
MAGNITUDE OF CHILD LABOUR IN INDIA 
Surveys and estimates on child labour by government and non-government organizations 
give different figures, varying from 10.23 million to 44 million. Table 4.1 shows the magnitude of 
child labour in India, according to the National Census as well as NSSO figures. It shows a declining 
trend since 1987-8. However, these figures cannot be a gross underestimation, given that official 
estimates define child labour in a very narrow manner and tend to exclude a large number of child 
workers performing work of a non-remunerative nature (John and Pradeep, 2006: 181). 
Table 4.1: Different Estimates on the Magnitude of Child Labour in India 
Data sources 
The National Census 
National Labour Organization 
National Sample Survey Organization 
Planning Commission 
ORG Baroda 
The Commission on Labour Standards 
(Source: Quoted in John and Pradeep, 2006: 180). 
Year 
1971 
1981 
1991 
2001 
1975 
1996 
1987-8 
1993-4 
1999-2000 
1983 
1983 
1998 
Magnitude of child labour in 
India (in millions) 
10.74 
13.60 
11.29 
12.66 
15.10 
23.17 
17.60 
13.13 
10.23 
17.36 
44.00 
25.00 
Table 4.2 shows sector-wise distribution of child workers in 1971 and 1981. It clearly shows 
that in 1971, 78.77 per cent of the child workers were engaged in cultivation and agricultural 
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pursuits, which had slightly declined by 0.29 per cent in the year 1981. Rest of the child workers 
were engaged in the secondary and tertiary sectors. 
Table 4.2: Activity wise distribution of child workers in the year 1971* & 1981**. 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Name of Activity 
Cultivators 
Agricultural labourers 
Live stock, forestry, 
fishing, plantation, 
orchards etc. 
Mining and Quarrying 
Manufacturing and 
Processing, Servicing 
and Repair etc. 
a) Household 
Industry 
b) Other than 
Household 
Industry 
Construction 
Trade and Commerce 
Transport, storage and 
communication 
Other Services 
Total workers 
Total number 
of child 
workers (in 
thousands) 
1971* 
3870 
4586 
885 
24 
338 
315 
59 
211 
42 
405 
Percent of 
child 
workers 
to total % 
36.05 
42.72 
8.25 
0.22 
3.15 
2.93 
0.55 
1.97 
0.59 
3.77 
100.00 
Total number 
of child 
workers 
1981** 
3,999,769 
4,487,548 
716,428 
23,532 
432,983 
544,291 
85145 
429,205 
. 35,547 
320,826 
11,195,544 
Percent of 
child workers 
to total % 
35.73 
42.75 
6.40 
0.21 
3.87 
4.86 
0.78 
2.23 
0.32 
2.87 
100.00 
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The Registrar General of Census has recently provided occupation-wise data of children in 
this age group working in the non-agricultural sector. Though the classification of occupations in the 
Census data is not exactly matching with the occupations listed as hazardous under the Child Labour 
(Prohibition & Regulation) Act, a tentative segregation of data into hazardous & non-hazardous 
occupations has been done to enable us to have a broad estimation of children working in different 
occupations. As per this data, 36.43 lacs children in the age group of 5-14 years are working in non-
agricultural sector in the country, out of which 12.19 lacs children are working in hazardous 
occupations (Gol. 200?: 5). Their distribution in some major hazardous occupations has been shown 
in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3: Number of Child Workers (5-14 years) Engaged in Hazardous Occupations as per 
2001 Census 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Pan, Bidi & Cigarettes 
Constructions 
Domestic workers* 
Spinning/ weaving 
Brick-kilns, tiles 
Dhabas/Reslaurants/ Hotels/ Motels* 
Auto-workshop, vehicle repairs 
Gem-cutting, Jewellery 
Carpet-making 
Ceramic 
Agarbatti, Dhoop & Detergent making 
Others 
Total 
252574 
208833 
185505 
128984 
84972 
70934 
49893 
37489 
32647 
18894 
13583 
135162 
1219470 
(Source: Quoted in Gol. 200?: 5). 
An analysis of child workers in some of the child labour dominated industries in India 
reveals that they belong to the backward classes, The Schedule Caste, Schedule Tribes and religious 
minorities. Table 4.4 provides a clear picture of the caste and ethnic composition of child labour in 
the country. 
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Table 4.4: Occupation and Ethnic Composition of Working Children 
Industry 
Brassware 
Moradabad 
Lock Making 
Aligarh 
Carpet 
Mirzapur 
Glass 
Ferozabad 
Match & 
Firework 
Sivakasi 
Tea Plantation 
Assam & Nortii Bengal 
Slate 
Markapur 
Diamond 
Sural 
Gem Polishing 
Jaipur 
Religion 
M-83.44% 
H-16.54% 
M-62 .1% 
H - 37.7% 
Caste 
SC-3.68% 
OBC - 75.66% 
UC - 20.65% 
BC - 63.1 % 
UC - 36.9% 
Among Hindus 87.5% belong to SC Category 
M-13.8% 
H - 86.2% 
H - 98% 
M - 97.5% 
H - 2.7% 
SC-38.01% 
ST-1.02% 
BC-45.93% 
UC - 2.35% 
SC-45.17% 
BC-30.35% 
UC - 9.86% 
MC -14.62% 
SC - 40.8% 
ST-0.6% 
SC - 58.4% 
SC/OBC - 50.9% 
ST - 46.8% 
UC - 0.4% 
SC - 37.0% 
ST-1.0% 
BC- 42.0% 
OC-18.0% 
Mostly Patel 
Community Gujarat 
No SC/ST is engaged in this industry 
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Slate Pencil 
Mandsaur 
M-66.6% 
H-33.3% 
SC - 35.4% 
ST-26.3% 
BC - 38.3% 
Note: M-Muslim, MC-Minority Community, H- Hindu, SC - Schedule Castes, ST - Schedule Tribes, UC- Upper Caste, OBC - Other 
backward, OC - Other Classes (Source: www.cwa.tnet.co.th/Publications/Newsletters/voU l_2-3/vl l_2-3_child-labour.html). 
Table 4.5 shows that the majority of the children both in the rural and urban areas have to 
work to help meet the survival needs of the family. The enormity of the problem can be gauged from 
the fact that over 50.2 per cent of the Indian people live below the Government defined poverty 
norm, which is itself low by any standards. The situation of working children in Sivakasi and 
Mirzapur reflects the processes at work. Most of the children working these areas come from 
regions, which are economically backward and drought-prone. 
Table 4.5: Reasons for Sending Children to Work 
Name of project 
Gem polishing Industry, Jaipur 
Glass Industry Ferozabad 
Carpet Industry Mirzapur 
Diamond Industry Surat 
Slate Industry Markapur 
Lock Making Industry Aligarh 
Brassware Industry Moradabad 
Slate Pencil Industry Mandsaur 
Total No. of 
HHS 
410 
500 
492 
153 
495 
467 
489 
460 
Total No. of 
children 
working in 
HHS 
367 
639 
608 
185 
660 
789 
755 
892 
Need for 
suppleme 
ntary 
income 
258 (70.2) 
464 (72.6) 
480 (78.9) 
142 (76.7) 
464 (70.3) 
675 (85.5) 
689 (91.2) 
372 (41.7) 
Acquisition 
of skills 
67 (18.2) 
14(2.1) 
5 (0.8) 
1 (0.5) 
1 (0.1) 
72(9.1) 
22 (2.9) 
Note: Figures in parentheses represent percentage in relation to total number of Working Children. 
(Source: www.cvva.tnet.co.th/Publications/Newsletters/voU l_2-3/vl l_2-3_chiId-labour.html). 
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Child workers are found in almost all states and union territories of India. Each state is 
characterized by one or more typical industries that prefer child workers. Children work in the Match 
and Firework industries of Sivakasi in Tamil Nadu (employs more than 100,000), Diamond 
polishing industry in Surat (Gujarat), Precious Stone polishing industry in Jaipur (Rajasthan), Glass 
industry(employs 20,000) of Firozabad (Uttar Pradesh), Brass industry (40,000 children) of 
Moradabad(Uttar Pradesh), Carpet industry (two million children) of Mirzapur, Bhadohi (Vttar 
Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir), Lock making industry in Aligarh(Uttar Pradesh), Slate industry of 
Mandsour (Madhya Pradesh), and Markapur (Andhra Pradesh), and in Plastic weaving. Salt 
extraction. Coir making and Incense stick processing . The concentration of child labour is however 
not negligible in Kerala (Sooryamoorthy, 1998: 1). 
The distribution of child labour in various states appears to indicate certain correlations. 
States having a larger population living below poverty line have a high incidence of child labour. 
Similarly, high incidence of child labour is accompanied by high dropout rates in schools. 
The incidence of child labour is partly linked to the level of socio-economic development of 
an area and partly to the attitude and approach of parents of the child labourers as a result of socio-
economic compulsions (www.pib.nic.in/feature/feyr2003/ffeb2003/f260220031 .html). 
In absolute numbers, the problem is large. As per the Census 2001, there are 12.59 million 
economically active children in the age-group of 5-14 years. Out of the 12.66 million children 
engaged in labour, approximately 5.78 million were identified as "main workers" who worked more 
than six calendar months per year. The other 6.88 million children were identified as "marginal 
workers" who worked less than six months per year. Most of these children are in agriculture, while 
a few are in manufacturing (www,hJhseed.Drg/pdf/Fact_Sheet.pdf). 
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Table 4.6 shows that the number was 10.75 million in 1971, 13.64 million in 1981, 11.28 
million in 1991 and 12.66 million in the 2001 Census. The incidence of working children in the 
states in 1971, 1981, 1991 and 2001 Censuses has been shown in this table. According to the 2001 
Census the number of child labourers in India is 12.66 million, of which the state of Uttar Pradesh 
(15.31 percent), Andhra Pradesh (10.83 percent), Rajasthan (10.03 percent), Bihar (8.87 percent), 
Madhya Pradesh (8.46 percent), West Bengal (6.81 Percent), Kamataka (6.53 percent), Maharashtra 
(6.07 percent), Haryana (2.01 percent), Tamil Nadu (3.33 percent), Jharkhand (3.23 percent), and 
Orissa (3.00 percent) have child labour incidence. It is clear from the figure mentioned above that 
the state of Uttar Pradesh has the highest percentage of child labour. Earlier this position was held by 
Andhra Pradesh state in 1991 Census. At present, Andhra Pradesh has been making concerted efforts 
in enrolling all the children below 14 years of age into the education system. Along with Andhra 
Pradesh, the states like Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Kamataka, Gujarat, Orissa and Tamil Nadu 
have shown positive trends in the decline of the percentage of child labour. Other states like Uttar 
Pradesh, Rajasthan, Bihar, and West Bengal have also shown an increase in the incidence of child 
labour (Jain, 2006: 161). 
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Table 4.6: State-wise Distribution of Worlcing Cliildren according to 1971,1981,1991 and 2001 
Census in the age group 5-14 year 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
Name of the 
State/UT 
Andhra Pradesh 
Assam 
Bihar 
Gujarat 
Haryana 
Himachal Pradesh 
Jammu & Kashmir 
Kamataka 
Kerala 
Madhya Pradesh 
Maharashtra 
Chhattisgarh 
Manipur 
Meghalaya 
Jharkhand 
Uttaranchal 
Nagaland 
Orissa 
Punjab 
Rajasthan 
Sikkim 
Tamil Nadu 
Tripura 
Uttar Pradesh 
West Bengal 
Andaman & 
Nicobar Island 
Arunachal Pradesh 
Chandigarh 
Dadra & Nagar 
Havel i 
Delhi 
Daman and Diu 
Goa 
Lakshadweep 
Mizoram 
Pondicherry 
Total 
1971# 
1627492 
239349* 
1059359 
518061 
137826 
71384 
70384 
808719 
111801 
1112319 
988357 
16380 
30440 
13726 
492477 
232774 
587389 
15661 
713305 
17490 
1326726 
511443 
572 
17925 
1086 
3102 
17120 
7391 
3938 
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*** 
3725 
10753985 
1981# 
1951312 
** 
1101764 
616913 
194189 
99624 
258437 
1131530 
92854 
1698597 
1557756 
20217 
44916 
16235 
702293 
216939 
819605 
8561 
975055 
24204 
1434675 
605263 
1309 
17950 
1986 
3615 
25717 
9378 
718 
56 
6314 
3606 
13640870 
1991# 
1661940 
327598 
SAll^^S 
523585 
109691 
56438 
•* 
976247 
34800 
1352563 
1068427 
16493 
34633 
16467 
452394 
142868 
774199 
5598 
578889 
16478 
1410086 
711691 
1265 
12395 
1870 
4416 
27351 
941 
4656 
34 
16411 
2680 
11285349 
200im 
1363339 
351416 
1117500 
485530 
253491 
107774 
175630 
822615 
26156 
1065259 
764075 
364572 
28836 
53940 
407200 
70\S3 
45874 
377594 
177268 
1262570 
16457 
418801 
21756 
1927997 
857087 
1960 
18482 
3779 
4274 
41899 
729 
4138 
27 
26265 
1904 
12666377 
Percentage 
of2001 
10.83 
2.79 
8.87 
3.85 
2.01 
0.85 
1.39 
6.53 
0.21 
8.64 
6.07 
2.89 
0.43 
3.23 
0.56 
3.00 
1.41 
10.03 
0.14 
3.33 
0.17 
15.31 
6.81 
0.01 
0.15 
0.04 
0.04 
0.33 
O.OI 
0.03 
0.00 
0.21> 
0.01 
100.00 
includes figures of Mizo district also which then formed part of Assam. 
** Census could not be conducted. 
*•* Census figures 1971 in respect of Mizoram included under Assam. 
(Sources: ^Quoted in Naidu, 2006: 202; ##Quoted in Gol. 200?: 4). 
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It is clear from the data available that there are very few states where decline in workforce 
and labour force participation is combined with increases in school enrollment and reduction in the 
number and percentages of out-of-school children. While the Kerala and Tamil Nadu stories are well 
known, it is heartening to see that Andhra Pradesh has also shown a very remarkable reduction in 
work force participation along with a dramatic increase in the enrolment of children in school. 
Andhra ?radesh was -notoTioiis fot te pooi \iteTacy Tiatea and higV^  z\i\\i Ubwiir tat^ as-. both 
main and marginal workers as compared to the all-India averages in every age group. In fact, in 1961 
and up to 1991, Andhra Pradesh was in the same league as India's most educationally backward 
states, with very large percentages of children working as main and marginal workers. Andhra 
Pradesh was also known as the state with the highest percentage of child bonded labour. Since 1991, 
the state has made amazing progress towards universalizing elementary education as well as 
bringing down the number and percentage of children working in the age group of five to nine years 
and ten to fourteen years in both rural and urban areas. The literacy rate for girls in seven to fourteen 
age-groups has shot up by 71.46 percent between 1991 and 2001 as shown in Table 4.7. 
Table 4.8 shows that school attendance has gone up from 38 percent in 1991 to 71.9 percent 
in 2001. There has been 88.71 percent increase in a ten-year period. Child labour (main and marginal 
worker) rates have gone down from 10 percent in 1991 to 7.7 percent in 2001, showing a 23 percent 
decrease in the incidence of child labour. Indeed, Andhra Pradesh is now comparable to the top two 
states, Kerala and Tamil Nadu, with respect to high literacy levels, high school attendance, and low 
child labour participation. They have done better than states like Himachal Pradesh, where high 
literacy levels are also combined with high participation of children as marginal workers. This is not 
the case with Andhra Pradesh. Andhra Pradesh's transition from a low-literacy, high child labour 
state to a near-universal elementary education and low child labour / child work participation one is 
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as impressive as that of Kerala, Tamil Nadu, and Maharashtra. This transition has also been in a 
shorter time-frame of about ten years. 
Table 4.7: Literacy Rate for Children by Sex and Residence for Major States 7-14 age group 
States 
Andhra Pradesh 
Himachal Pradesh 
Karnataka 
Kerala 
Madhya Pradesh 
Maharashtra 
Rajasthan 
Tamil Nadu 
All-India 
(excluding J&K) 
1991 
Children Boys Girls 
62.5 
85.8 
72.8 
97.5 
57.5 
80.8 
47.2 
85.0 
64.2 
70.6 
90.0 
79.0 
97.6 
66.4 
84.7 
62.0 
88.8 
71.4 
53.8 
81.5 
66.6 
97.4 
47.9 
76.7 
30.7 
81.2 
56.2 
2001 
Children 
83.5 
94.8 
85.4 
96.2 
79.5 
91.9 
77.5 
91.0 
77.8 
Boys 
86.8 
95.7 
87.9 
96.2 
83.8 
93.0 
85.8 
92.0 
73.6 
Girls 
80.0 
93.8 
82.7 
96.2 
74.9 
90.7 
68.1 
90.0 
73.6 
Percent-
age 
increase 
33.6 
10.48 
17.30 
-1.33 
38.26 
13.73 
64.19 
7.05 
21.18 
(Source: Quoted in Wiener, 2006: xliii). 
Tables 4.9 and 4.10 highlight on the literacy rates, percentage of children attending schools, 
percentage of children working as n\ain workers, and percentage of children working as main and 
marginal workers in selected states according to the 199land 2001 Censuses for eight states. The 
states have been selected for their achievements in literacy and school enrolment. Maharashtra, 
Karnataka, Tamil "Nadu, and Kerala have traditionally been states where literacy levels have been 
high. Andhra Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, and Rajasthan have shown marked 
improvement in literacy levels. Himachal Pradesh had a very high literacy level even in 1991. The 
purpose of showing literacy, school attendance, as well as percentage of child labour is to see 
whether there is a simple correlation between high levels of literacy and child labour elimination or 
whether some other factors such as social mobilization around child labour elimination is also 
necessary. According to the Census figures of child labour (main and marginal) population, Andhra 
Pradesh and Maharashtra are the two best states in terms of absolute decline in child labourers 
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between 1991 and 2001. Both these states witnessed the child labour population decline by close to 
300,000 between 1991 and 2001. These results are to be seen in a context where, during the same 
period, the population of child labourers had indeed increased by 1,400,000. Only eight out of 
twenty one states, mentioned in Table 4.9, had absolute numbers declined. All the other states had 
the absolute number of child labourers' increase during the same ten-year period. Significantly, 
among these eight, Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh saw the largest decline during the ten-year 
period. 
Even in terms of percentage decline, Andhra Pradesh witnessed the highest decline followed 
by Maharashtra and the remaining six states. While the percentage of child labourer declined by 2.3 
percentage points in Andhra Pradesh; Maharashtra had declined by 2.2 percentage points. This 
performance is even more creditable, given the fact that the best state in terms of literacy, Himachal 
Pradesh has the child labour percentage increase by 3.6 percent during the same ten-year period. 
Census figures also confirm that Andhra Pradesh and Kerala are the only two states which have seen 
the absolute numbers of child labourers decline during the ten-year period in urban and rural areas 
(emphasis added). While all other major states show an absolute increase in the number of child 
labourers. A similar story is repeated with regard to educational attendance of children. Table 4.8 
provides the percentages of children attending school by sex and residence for 1991 and 2001. It 
clearly indicates that the two states which have seen the highest jump in educational attendance 
ratios are Rajasthan and Andhra Pradesh. The only difference between these two states is the 
important fact that while Andhra Pradesh has also seen a substantial reduction in child labour 
population, Rajasthan has seen the child labour population increase by 488,371 during the same ten-
year period compared to almost 300,000 decline in the case of Andhra Pradesh. Excluding 
Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh is the state with the highest percentage point increase in the percentage 
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of children attending educational institutions. In the last ten years period, it increased by 25 percent 
compared to an all-India increase of only 16 percent. But even more remarkable is the fact that 
Andhra Pradesh was placed at number 10 when states (major 16) were ranked in order of percentage 
of children attending educational institutions in 1991. For girls, it was even worse with Andhra 
Pradesh being ranked at number 13 with only Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, and Rajasthan 
having a lower percentage of girls attending educational institutions. 
Table 4.8: Percentage of Children Attending School by Sex and Residence for Major States 5-14 
age group 
1991 2001 percentage 
increase 
Children Girls Boys Children Girls Boys 
Andhra Pradesh 
Himachal Pradesh 
Karnataka 
Kerala 
Madhya Pradesh 
Maharashtra 
Rajasthan 
Tamil Nadu 
All-India 
49.2 
72.4 
56.5 
85.5 
45.7 
64.6 
39.5 
69.8 
49.7 
42.0 
68.0 
51.0 
85.5 
37.8 
59.9 
25.3 
66.1 
43.1 
56.0 
76.6 
61.9 
85.5 
53.1 
69.0 
52.1 
73.4 
55.6 
73.8 
85.0 
70.3 
89.2 
65.4 
79.2 
65.3 
83.9 
65.6 
70.6 
84.1 
68.1 
89.4 
60.9 
78.0 
56.3 
83.1 
62.0 
76.9 
85.8 
72.3 
89.1 
69.6 
80.2 
73.3 
84.5 
68.8 
50 
17.40 
24.42 
4.32 
43.10 
22.60 
65.31 
20.20 
55.6 
(Source: Quoted in Wiener, 2006: xliv). 
By 2001, the scenario had changed completely with Andhra Pradesh being the fourth-best 
state in terms of educational attendance of five to fourteen age group children. The only states with 
better educational attendance percentages than Andhra Pradesh in 2001 were the traditionally better 
states of Kerala, Himachal Pradesh and Tamil Nadu (these three were also the best three states in 
1991). The performance was even more remarkable in the case of girls with the state jumping from 
13* position to 4"" position in 10 years' time. 
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However, given that school attendance / enrollment figures are grossly exaggerated, the data 
to track is the literacy data. Here again, the figures of Andhra Pradesh are very encouraging. This 
state was well-known for the existence of child labour and had the highest percentage, as well as 
number of child labourers in the country in 1991. This was almost halved by 2001. The only other 
state where the percentage of child labour was very high was Madhya Pradesh, where there has also 
been a clear reduction as shown in Table 4.9. 
When one adds marginal workers to main workers, again the gains made by Andhra Pradesh 
are impressive. Andhra Pradesh shows a dramatic decrease in the incidence of child labour (main 
and marginal) in the five to fourteen age groups from 10 percent in 1991 to 7.7 percent in 2001 
which is a 23 percent decrease. This is in sharp contrast to states like Himachal Pradesh where, in 
spite of the states' focus on education, the incidence of child labour has increased from 4.5 percent 
in 1991 to 8.1 percent to 2001, an increase of 80 percent. Rajasthan was also a state where the 
government put a lot of emphasis on providing education to all children. Yet again, there is an 
increase of child labour from 6.5 percent in 1991 to 8.2 percent in 2001, a 26 percent increase. The 
only explanation for this is that both Himachal Pradesh and Rajasthan provided flexible timings for 
schooling so that children could combine education with work. This is not the case with Andhra 
Pradesh that has always supported the growth and strengthening of the formal school system. 
If one looks at all the parameters like school attendance, literacy rates, and work participation 
rates (main and marginal), Andhra Pradesh stands out as a state which has made remarkable progress 
to eliminate child labour and to universalize elementary education. It may be recalled that Andhra 
Pradesh was, till 1991, well-known for the highest number and percentage of child bonded labourers. 
It ranked with Bihar and Uttar Pradesh at the bottom of the ladder. States like Kamataka, 
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Maharashtra, and Tamil Nadu, which show very good performance, had much better parameters to 
begin with. 
Table 4.9: Percentage of Children as Main Workers by Sex and Residence for Major States 
in 5-14 Age Groups 
Andhra Pradesh 
Himachal Pradesh 
Karnataka 
Kerala 
Madhya Pradesh 
Maharashtra 
Rajasthan 
Tamil Nadu 
All-India 
9.2 
2.5 
7.4 
0.5 
6.0 
4.3 
4.1 
4.4 
4.3 
1991 
Children Girls Boys 
2001 
Children Girls 
9.4 
2.8 
6.5 
0.4 
5.2 
4.5 
3.8 
4.3 
3.4 
(Source: Quoted in Wiener, 2006: xlvi). 
9.1 
2.2 
8.2 
0.5 
6.6 
4.1 
4.4 
4.4 
5.2 
5.3 
1.0 
4.1 
0.3 
2.5 
1.8 
2.5 
2.6 
2.3 
Boys 
5.4 
1.0 
3.3 
0.2 
2.1 
1.6 
2.7 
2.3 
1.8 
5.2 
1.1 
4.9 
0.4 
2.8 
2.0 
2.4 
2.9 
2.7 
percentage 
increase/ 
decrease 
-42.39 
-60 
-44.59 
-40 
-58.3 
-58.13 
-39.02 
-40.90 
-46.51 
Table 4.10: Percentage of Children as Workers (main and marginal) by Sex and Residence for Major 
States 5-14 Age Group 
Andhra Pradesh 
Himachal Pradesh 
Karnataka 
Kerala 
Madhya Pradesh 
Maharashtra 
Rajasthan 
Tamil Nadu 
All-India 
1991 
Children Girls ] 
10.0 
4.5 
8.8 
0.6 
8.1 
5.7 
6.5 
4.8 
5.4 
10.5 
5.5 
8.7 
0.5 
8.6 
6.6 
7.9 
5.1 
5.1 
2001 
Boys Children Girls Boys 
9.4 
3.6 
8.9 
0.6 
7.6 
4.9 
5.2 
4.6 
5.7 
7.7 
8.1 
6.9 
0.5 
6.8 
3.5 
8.2 
3.6 
5.0 
8.4 
8.6 
6.6 
0.4 
7.2 
3.5 
9.7 
3.4 
4.9 
7.0 
7.7 
7.2 
0.6 
6.4 
3.5 
6.9 
3.8 
5.1 
percentage 
increase/ 
decrease 
-23 
+80 
-21.59 
-16.66 
-16.04 
-38.59 
+26.15 
-25 
-7.40 
(Source: Quoted in Wiener, 2006: xlvi) 
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ANDHRA PRADESH'S SUCCESS: SOME POSSIBLE REASONS 
There have been several reasons for Andhra Pradesh's spectacular performance. For one 
thing, Andhra Pradesh is one of the few states which have institutions such as Social Welfare 
Hostels meant for children belonging to Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe, and Other Backward 
Castes. This meant that residential facilities could be provided to children who had no educational 
institutions close to their residence. The second important factor was that the government decided 
that child labour elimination could only be achieved if it is linked to providing education to children 
and therefore the administrative responsibility for getting children out of work and into school were 
the responsibilities of the Education Department. This also ensured synergy between various 
education programmes. Andhra Pradesh is now the only state in India where the National Child 
Labour Programme is anchored in the Education Department and not the Labour Department. The 
responsibility of the Labour Department is limited to inspection and enforcement and does not 
extend to running or monitoring special schools. This has the advantage of much more convergence 
in Andhra Pradesh between the education programme and the child labour elimination programme. 
In all other states in India, child labour is handled by the Labour Departments. 
The Andhra Pradesh Education Act, 1998 provides that there is a School Education 
Committee for every school. The role of the committee with respect to bringing children back to 
school and for abolition of child labour is as follows. 
> Facilitate admission of children, the newly enrolled and also the older children into 
schools by insisting on flexibilities in admission procedures. 
> Identify school dropouts and irregular children on a routine basis, contact the family and 
ensure that the child rejoins school. 
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> In case of absence of children due to adverse circumstances at liome such as ill-health of 
parents or the children's own ill-health, help in their readmission to schools without insisting 
on formalities, such as production of medical certificates and so on. 
> Facilitate the issuing of transfer certificates to children as and when necessary. 
Another first step that the Government of Andhra Pradesh took was that it cancelled non-
formal education centers which catered to the students in the evenings and set up similar 
education centers in schools. 
The Government of Andhra Pradesh has also passed several Government Orders (GOs) to 
ensure that all children have equal opportunity to attend school. For instance, the Department of 
Education passed a GO saying that any child had the right to school admission irrespective of the 
time of year. For the first time, there is no cut-off date for admission for children up to Class VI11. 
Then again, a GO was passed saying that the move from primary to upper primary or middle school 
was the responsibility of the school administration and not that of parents. This GO Ms. No. 272/B4-
1/2001 was passed in April 2001. It was found that children dropped out of school for simple things 
like lack of stationery or advice as to how transfer takes place from one school to another. Other 
GOs relevant to child labour elimination are GO Ms. No 53 of April 2001 whereby the Department 
of Education ordered that no child would be detained in the primary school as it was found that 
children stagnated for several years in Class I led to a huge wastage of education. Sometimes, the 
number of children in Class I was almost the same as the total number of children from Class II to V. 
One of the reasons for this was that there were very few senior level teachers and in order to manage 
the students, they ensured that children did not get promoted. The only children who were promoted 
were the brightest in the class. The bulk of the students repeated their class. 
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M.V. FOUNDATION'S CONTRIBUTION TO ELIMINATION OF CHILD LABOUR IN 
ANDHRA PRADESH 
Andhra Pradesh in the last fifteen years have been greatly influenced by the strategy and 
approach of an NGO, the M.V. foundation, (M.V.F.), whose principle philosophy has been that 'all 
children out of school must be considered child labourers' as children are not sitting idle; they are 
engaged in work of one kind or the other. Once children start working, they are quickly sucked into 
the labour market, making it difficult for children to then build up their enthusiasm for schooling. 
M.V. Foundation's basic philosophy has been that the only sustainable approach to the elimination 
of child labour is to strengthen the formal school system. Providing alternate education to the 
children of the poor is unethical and does not provide a level playing field. However, older children 
who have never been to school cannot be expected to join in Class 1 along with younger children as 
this de-motivates them. They have pioneered what is popularly known as the 'bridge camp 
approach', where children who have dropped out or never enrolled are given special attention in 
educational camps where their educational levels are brought up to the level of children of the same 
age group and then they are mainstreamed into the formal school system (Weiner, 2006: xlii - xlix). 
M.V. Foundation has done pioneering work in rehabilitating more than 15,000 child 
labourers in about 500 villages of Andhra Pradesh. In Ranga Reddy and other districts of Andhra 
Pradesh where the M.V. Foundation took a meaningful lead in showing the way to make child labour 
free villages. In the Nizamabad district, Veilpoor Mandal achieved 100 percent enrolment of 
children below the age of 14 years since October 2, 2001 and it is still sustaining the efforts through 
people's commitments and initiatives. In the same district about 17 mandals secured 100 percent 
enrolment of children in the school (Jain, 2006: 162). 
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An example of a country where compulsory education has worked to reduce child labour is 
Sri Lanka. The Sri Lankan government decided to enforce compulsory education in the 1920's and 
1930's (Wiener, 1991: 173). With this compulsory education policy Sri Lanka has achieved a 
remarkably high enrolment rate, high retention rate, and a corresponding decline in child labour 
(Wiener, 1991: 175). 
Uttar Pradesh is the home to perhaps the second largest population of children in hazardous 
work. According to Census figure there were 13, 26, 726 child labourers in Uttar Pradesh in 1971, 
14,34,675 in 1981,14,10,086 in 1991 and 19,27,997 in 2001.The largest number of these children are 
engaged in industries like- carpet weaving, lock making, pottery, brassware, glass, knife making and 
textiles like- silk, brocade and zari industries 
(w\v\v.sahayogmdia.org/conexxionsion%20folder/conex_archives_Oct_Dec04/conexx_grd_reality5.htm). 
These children are denied education and their development is retarded as they work long 
hours in factories, farms and in homes. It was probably the realization of this high magnitude of the 
problem, that out of nine National Child Labour Projects that were established in the country 
initially, four were setup in Uttar Pradesh. These includes Brass industry in Moradabad, Glass 
industry in Firozabad, Handmade Carpet industry in Mirzapur, Bhadoi and Lock making industry in 
Aligarh (Wahab, 2001: 25). 
4.2- MICRO SCENARIO 
CHILD LABOUR IN BRASS INDUSTRY IN MORADABAD 
Brassware industry has its concentration in Moradabad which is one of the district of 
Western Uttar Pradesh. It is not only famous for its unique features in India but is widely known all 
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over the world since time immemorial. Brassware industry of Moradabad being an old tradition 
industry of the country earned international reputation to fulfill the needs and changing tastes of 
consumer over different periods. The Brassware industry of Moradabad is not only important from 
international point of view as a great foreign exchange earner but it is more important from national 
point of view as of the greatest source of employment and income to the local people. 
At Moradabad about one third of the total population of the city is dependent on direct 
employment in these establishments. Brassware industry is scattered all over the city, almost in 
every street, lane and by-lane. They play dominant role in the economic life of town. If these 
establishments are counted, together with dealers, traders, middlemen and others engaged in the 
distribution of the products, the proportion of the people depending on these small industrial units is 
much larger. A typical workshop is located in the same house where the workers and his family 
reside. In some cases the family owns the house but mostly in rented building. Moradabad Brass 
industry is cropping up in the form of small as well as big industrial units on the availability of 
trained and skilled labour on low wages, further supplemented by child labour on meager payments 
under polluted environment or as a family worker (Stanley and Morse, 1965: 305). 
Child labour is an important factor in the development of brass industry as it does not 
require highly skilled labour. Mostly child labour is handed down automatically from one 
generation to another generation as a family basis, train their children and near relatives in the art of 
making brass articles. 
Moreover, children see their ancestors in the article manufacturing process from their 
childhood as a family occupation. Thus, the children learn the article manufacturing from their 
childhood, first by seeing, and then engaging themselves in family occupation. 
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Brass products, such as vases, figurines, planters, plates, dinner services, and tea sets are 
made in Moradabad in Uttar Pradesh, and exported all over the world, including United States. It is 
reported that more than 90 percent of the goods produced in Moradabad are intended for export. The 
brass industry is made up of numerous unregistered shops in the guise of household units, thereby 
skirting child labour regulations. 
The Operations Research Group documented occupational hazards of children working in the 
brass industry in 1993 and found that the average income of a child was 174 rupees per month 
(approximately $6) for eight to 10 hours of work six days per week. A dated, but detailed, study by 
Neera Burra In 1989 estimated that 40,000 to 45,000 children work in the brass industry in 
Moradabad. Children were recruited by middlemen called "dalals" who receive a commission from 
the employers for finding child workers. Contractors, or "thekedars," and workshop owners prefer 
children because they are easy to control. Burra notes that, except for the process of engraving and 
coloring, child workers in the brass industry do not work with their families. Almost all the children 
in Moradabad work as wage labourers and are unrelated to workshop owners. 
Children work in almost all aspects of brassware production for long hours and low wages, 
and are exposed to health hazards. Children remove molten metal from molds near furnaces 
(CBILA, 1994). Burra observes in her study that the life span of children employed in the brass 
industry is quite brief. During her fieldwork she visited about 600 box furnace workshops, and 
noticed that all moulders were less than 30 years of age 
(www.oikonomia.it/pages/ott2000/introducingchildlabourinindi.htm). Burra observed these children 
standing, without protective gear, on top of furnaces with a temperature of 1,100 degrees Celsius 
(approximately 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit). Burns were a constant danger. Children were also 
observed working in electroplating, polishing, and applying chemicals to the wares. During acid 
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washing of the brassware, Burra noted that green and blue vapors rising into the air cause irritation 
to the eyes (CBILA, 1994). She was told that children who work in such workshops either do not 
survive as adults or become too ill to work. Tuberculosis seems to be an unavoidable consequence 
for child labourers in the brass industry. 
Even though these children work sacrificing their own lives for the brass industrialists, what 
they get in return is very little. In her research, Burra has pointed out that no child under 14 was paid 
more than 200 rupees per month, irrespective of the type and duration of the work 
(www.oikonomia.it/pages/ott2000/introducingchildlabourinindi.htm). 
The exact number of child labourers in brassware industries is difficult to estimate and this is 
because the numerous processes are located in unregistered household units where children may or 
may not be part of the household work force. Moreover, they may not always be working because of 
the irregular and contractual nature of the jobs procured. Still more, some of the processes like 
casting are so hazardous that the workers must rest for equal number of days they had worked, 
before resuming back to their work. In other words, it is not a scenario of full time round the year 
household operation. Over and above, a complete enumeration is impossible because people are 
apprehensive of official harassment if the facts related to child labour are brought to the open. 
Whenever one visits these thickly populated unhygienic localities, scores of children would be seen 
playing or loitering. While moving through the narrow by-lanes, one can find child labour covered 
with metal dust beyond recognition. They invariably belong to the poor, illiterate families. 
The labourers who are permanently employed in the brassware manufacturing units are very 
few. A major part of the work is outsourced and carried out outside the factory in small units, which 
do not come under the purview of labour law. The labour is generally employed through personal 
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contact at cheaper rates. Most of the household units are located adjacent to the living places of the 
artisans where family labour is used more than hired labour. Generally artisans perform their work 
under poor working condition, which endanger their health and safety. They work with simple tools 
and age-old appliances. In these units children and women also work as part of the family labour. 
EXTENT OF CHILD LABOUR IN BRASS INDUSTRY OF MORADABAD 
The brassware industry of Moradabad has undergone an organizational change in terms of 
increase in the average number of workers per establishment, number of multiprocessing units 
(karkhanas), number of manufacturers, suppliers and exporters and decline in the category of 
workers described as "self employed". 
There are no precise figures available for the number of workers in the brassware industry, 
whether adults or children. Estimates made by different agencies vary. The District Industries Centre 
estimated that there are 5,000 child workers; similarly a study by Kulshreshta and Sharma in 1980 
puts the figure at 24,000 child workers in the brassware industry. Again a study conducted in 1979-
80 by the Industrial Development Services in Moradabad argues that of about 70,000 workers, 80-
85% are males, 10- 15% are children and the rest are females. In other words, there are between 
56,000 - 59,000 men, and 7, 000 - 10,500 children and the rest are women. According to the NIDC 
report, of 29,100 workers, 2,370 are men, 7566 are children and 1,164 are women. Thus nearly 70% 
of all workers are men and more than 25% are children. 
One of the earliest surveys looking into the processes in household units and the extent of 
child labour therein is the study conducted by Neera Burra. She has observed the predominance of 
male child workers (presently constituting 10% of the total workforce). According to the statistics 
given by "Peetal Majdoor Avam Karkhanedar Sangathanlinked Hind Majdoor Sabha the total 
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number of workers employed as per the data for the year 2003-2004 in the Moradabad Brassware 
Industry is 3, 01,000 workers, around 60,000 migrant workers and 30,100 (10% of the total work 
force) women workers besides the number of child workers is 15,050 which is 5% of the total 
workforce." 
Children work as paid or unpaid helpers, mostly employed on day to day basis or as 
apprentices with or without remuneration. In sand casting, children are mostly employed for rotating 
the wheel of hand driven blowers which is called as Pankha to keep the furnace fire burning and for 
taking out crucibles containing molten brass and passing them to the adult worker for pouring in the 
moulds. Furnace pit cleaning is normally carried out by the children. In a welding workshop there 
are normally two adult workers and there is also a child employed on daily basis to work as a helper 
whose job is to hold the pieces to be welded. In threading normally one skilled worker operates the 
machine and he is helped in his work by the child labour or unskilled worker. In scraping process 
excess brass poured during the casting of articles is scraped out by mounting the round shaped article 
on a rotating shaft and holding a tool against it to remove the material. Normally a skilled worker 
scraps the excess brass by holding a tool (small iron rod) on the rotating shaft. He makes the 
judgment on the amount of brass to be scraped so as to make the piece in desired shape and weight. 
He is usually helped in his work by an unskilled worker or child helper. In scrapping by Emery 
machine and Grinding machine two adult skilled workers are helped by an unskilled worker or child 
labour. After scrapping the articles are dipped in hydrochloric acid bath. Children are employed for 
dipping the articles in the bath, as well as in tying and untying of the articles with copper wires to 
facilitate the dipping. In a Polishing machine normally one adult skilled worker is involved in the 
polishing work and he is assisted in his work by a helper usually unskilled workers or child labour 
(Sekar, 2007b: 55-57). 
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4.2.1 - HAZARDOUS / NON-HAZARDOUS 
Child labour remains a widespread problem in the world today. Although child labour can have 
positive effects, in some situations it has negative effects on health and development of the children 
(Fassa, 1999: 2). There is a consensus that work can have positive effects on children such as the 
development of discipline, responsibility, self-confidence and independence; teaching children how 
to manage money; and providing valuable models to teach them work skills. On the other hand, it 
can also have anegative impact on health and development of the children (Fassa, 1999: 3). 
The plain fact that the children are working is not a concern in itself, but it is the type of 
work they perform that will determine whether work is harmful to them. Child labour will be more 
harmful if it interferes with school, recreation and rest; the younger the child is; the worst the nature 
of the work schedule, the longer the hours or the frequency of the nocturnal work; the more 
hazardous the occupation and the lower the wage. 
Some child labour is clearly light, as the activity performed by a child delivering newspapers 
for two hours a day. This work is not likely to harm the child's health or development, or reduce his 
attendance in school. But even in this situation there is some level of exploitation in the fact that the 
child probably receives a lower wage than an adult would receive to perform the same job (UNICEF, 
1997). 
Probably it is good to work, for teens, in a non-hazardous job, in low or medium intensity. It 
is better as higher the quality of work and as more related with the future career it is (Fassa, 1999: 
14). However, in India a large number of children are working in hazardous jobs. Any occupation 
which allows the worker to come into contact with harmful substances like chemicals (as in the 
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balloon, match and fire-works, lock and brass ware industries) or fire (as in the glass industry) or 
cotton fluff and dust that damage the lungs (as in the power loom industry) may be termed 
intrinsically hazardous. These occupations would be hazardous for all workers, both adults and 
children. But since children are still in the process of growing and attaining their full physical 
stature, their growth is likely to be affected (Burra, 2005:232). Poor, unhygienic working and living 
conditions, long working hours, and low wages lead to adverse health effects among children. 
Studies conducted on the health of child workers have reported, among other things, anaemia, eye 
problems, malnutrition, skin problems, respiratory diseases, musculoskeletal problems, worm 
infestation, injuries, malaria, food poisoning, addiction, unwanted pregnancies and poor physical 
growth (%\'\s'w.ttl.fi/lnternet/English/Inforrnation/Electronic+journals/Asian-Pacific+Ne\vsletter/2000-02/04.htm). 
Table 4.11 shows the nature of work done by children and some major health effects in different 
industries. 
Table 4.11: Profile of child labour in India 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
J . 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Industry (Number of child 
workers) 
Glass industry (50,000)* 
Brassware industry (45,000)* 
Lock industry (60,000)* 
Scissors and knife 
industries** 
Sports goods manufacture 
(30,000)* 
Carpet industry (290,000)* 
Nature of work 
Blowing, helper, loam carrier, 
grinding 
Polishing, soldering, grinding 
Soldering, hammering, 
polishing, packing 
Grinding 
Finishing, sewing, dyeing, 
packing 
Weaving, making of thread 
balls 
Health effects 1 
Respiratory diseases, 
musculoskeletal disorders 
Respiratory diseases, 
musculoskeletal disorders 
Chrome and nasal ulcers, 
respiratory diseases 
Respiratory diseases 
Skin diseases, injuries 
Deformities of fingers, 
respiratory diseases 
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7. 
! 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
f -
15. 
16. 
17. 
Tanneries** 
Wood furniture & 
handicrafts** 
Chikan embroidery** 
Making silver & gold foils** 
Gold & silver smithy** 
Agate industry** 
Livestock tending & forest 
work (245,000)* 
Hosiery workers (8,000)* 
Beedi making (7,000 at 
Trichur)* 
Chalk making** 
Match making and fireworks 
(50,000-80,000)* 
Curing, finishing, packing 
Sawing, polishing, packing 
Embroidery, packing 
Hammering, packing 
Ornament making', polishing, 
packing 
Artificial ornaments 
Grazing & cutting of wood 
Sewing, packing 
RoWmg of beedis 
Breaking, packing & piling of 
chalk 
Frame filling, ignitable paste 
making, match head coating 
Skin diseases 
Respiratory diseases, 
injuries 
Deformities of fingers 
Exposure to lead 
Exposure to lead 
Respiratory diseases 
Injuries 
Injuries 
Musculoskeletal disorders, 
respiratory diseases 
Respiratory disease, 
premature death 
Musculoskeletal disorders, 
respiratory disorders, eye 
infections, burns 
* Rough estimates; ** Large numbers of child workers 
(Source; www.ttl.fi/Internet/English/Information/E]ectronic+journals/Asian-Pacific+Newsletter/2000-02/04.htm). 
4.2.2- EFFECTS ON CHILDREN'S HEALTH WORKING IN THE BRASS INDUSTRY OF 
MORADABAD 
The relationship between health and child labour has been very little explored scientifically 
and it is difficult to be precise the health status of the workers in general and child labour in 
particular and the data is not be of a high standard, but some health hazards may be inferred. The 
two most hazardous processes in the brassware industry are moulding and polishing. In these 
processes, children work as daily wage earners, or assist an adult worker who may be a family 
member. There is enough evidence that many children start working at a very early age. 
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The work in the box mould furnace workshops is found to be extremely dangerous. The child 
is employed to do two types of jobs. He rotates the wheel, which is called pankha (hand wheel) to 
keep the furnace fire burning. In these workshops, the child checks the molten metal by opening the 
top of the underground furnace and throwing a little powder into it. If the molten brass is ready for 
casting, there would be blue and green flames shooting up from the mouth of the furnace. The child 
would then take a large pair of tongs and lift the crucible of molten brass from the furnace for 
pouring into the moulds and then help the adult to open the hot moulds and remove the pieces. Very 
often they stand barefoot around the furnace either to put the crucible in or to remove it. The workers 
also inhale the fumes and gases which are let off from the furnace and when the molten brass is 
poured into the moulds. The temperature in the furnace is about 1100 degree Centigrade. The child is 
not only in danger of getting badly burnt but both he and the adult worker inhale the fumes and gases 
which are let off from the furnace and when the molten brass is poured into the moulds. 
In most of the units the machines used in the Polishing process neither had any exhaust 
system with them nor had any provision of screen or enclaves to prevent flying metal dust affecting 
the worker. There is always possibility of eye injuries, injury due to slipping of work piece being 
polished, pain in fingers from continuous holding the work piece against rotating bob, respiratory 
infection from inhalation of dust generated during polishing. 
Dangerous machinery, sharp tools and toxic substances in the working environments of 
children affect them adversely. Regulation is difficult and workplaces do not meet hygienic 
standards. Unhygienic living and working conditions combined with malnutrition makes them 
vulnerable to communicable diseases as compared to their non-working counterparts. Children 
become thin, weak, depressed, and unhealthy and the unsafe and unhygienic working places along 
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with poor nutrition reduce tlieir longevity by half 
(\vww.karmayog.org/library/libartdis.asp?r= 152«&libid=249). 
In the absence of running water or toilet facilities gastrointestinal diseases flourish and it is 
difficult to break the oral-faecial cycle. Providing facilities cost to employers mean that they might 
as well employ adult labour. Child labour is anyway often casual and poorly paid. 
Severe malnutrition, anaemia, hard labour, fatigue and inadequate sleep make children more 
susceptible to accidents. Given that the work may cause an accident, the first concern of the 
employer should a difficulty arise, is to conceal the circumstances to make as little as possible of it 
and to come to a direct understanding with the family. The age under which the working children are 
more prone to accidents than the acts in the same work-situation is not clearly investigated so far. 
Children at work are exposed to toxic substances. Contact dermatitis is a health hazard seen 
in children working in the processes where chemicals are used, for instance potassium cyanide in 
electroplating of brassware. Ankylosis, spondilitis, and permanent spinal deformity have been 
attributed to abnormal postures, which the working children have to adapt while working. It calls for 
some studies to prove any interrelationship between the posture whilst working, young age of the 
worker, and number of years of the worker, and number of years of work and bone deformities later 
in life. 
EFFECTS ON PSYCHO-SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 
Being child labour has a profound adverse influence on the children's psychological 
development due to deprivation of leisure, play and recreation, which are absolutely essential for 
healthy psychological growth. It was found through the medical practitioners of the study area that 
the children who have restricted social interaction, long hours of daily work suffer the inevitable 
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crippling affect on their emotional development. However, they suggested that there is a need for in-
depth study on the psychological aspects of child labour, particularly of those children who work for 
a long hours, from a very early age. However the symptoms of back pain and pain in limbs amongst 
some of the children could be directly attributed to the posture of the children at work as well as to 
the long, continuous working period. Similarly the attributes of breathing difficulty and pain in chest 
could be related to the consistent and long-term exposure to dust in polishing units. Adverse effects 
of unacceptable working conditions in different stages of production on the child labour have been 
well summarized in tables 4.12 and 4.13. 
Lead and zinc poisoning are the most prevalent health hazard in Moradabad Brassware 
industry. In casting of brass or bronze, the most frequently encountered hazard from zinc and its 
compound is exposure to zinc oxide fumes, which cause metal-fume fever. 
After scrapping the articles are tied with copper wires and dipped in hydrochloride acid bath, 
which is also called acid cleaning. During this process the vapours of copper chloride, zinc chloride 
and mist of Hydrochloride acid are emitted from acid tub. Inhalation of these vapours cause damage 
to respiratory tract and develops chest diseases (Sekar, 200?). 
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Table 4.12: Health and Safety Concerns at Each Stage of Production 
S.No. Stages of 
production 
Metal Casting 
Activity 
Casting 
> Making a pattern of the desired 
article. 
> Making the mould and cores and 
assembling the mould. 
> Melting and refining the metal. 
> Pouring the metal into the mould. 
> Cooling the metal casting. 
> Removing the mould and core 
from the metal casting. 
> Removing extra metal from the 
fmished casting. 
Health Hazards/ Concerns 
> Toxic fumes and dust from typical 
alloys are a special hazard of brass 
industry. 
> Exposure to lead above safe limits in 
mehing, pouring and finishing 
operations is common. 
> Zinc and copper fumes are the most 
common causes of metal fume fever. 
> Some high duty alloys contain 
cadmium which can cause chemical 
pneumonia from acute exposure and 
kidney damage and lung cancer from 
chronic exposure. 
Some of the dust and chemicals 
encountered in casting (isocyanides, 
formaldehyde and tertiary amines such 
as dimethlylamine, triethylamine and so 
on) are irritants and have been 
responsible for visual symptoms among 
exposed workers. These include itchy, 
watery eyes, hazy or blurred vision or 
so called "blue- green vision." 
Welding Expose workers to metal fumes with 
the consequent hazard of toxicity and 
metal fever. The plasma torch produces 
a considerable amount of metal fumes, 
ozone, nitrogen oxide and ultra-violet 
radiation and generates high level of 
noise. 
4. Polishing > Items are washed in acid and then 
dried 
Even after drying a small amount of acid 
particles are inhaled and its continuous 
accumulation leads to diseases related to 
respiratory system such as asthma and 
tuberculosis. 
(Source: Sekar, 200?). 
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Table 4.13: Distribution of Health Hazards in Brassware Industry of Moradabad across Various 
Reasons and Stages of Production 
S.No. Stages of 
Production 
Brass ingot 
making 
2. Casting 
Work Situation Health Hazards/ Concerns 
> Technology used is very old. 
> Coal fired fiimaces are used for 
motor operated fans. 
Few units have exhaust chimneys but not 
properly installed so that the working 
environment is not very different from 
that of units without chimneys. 
> Workers inhale the smoke of burning 
coal and the fumes of molten brass. 
> The temperature required for melting is 
very high and the temperature inside the 
artisan units is intolerable for an 
outsider visitor. 
> All casting unit are coal fired 
furnaces to melt brass ingots. 
> Chimneys and exhaust fans are not 
installed in casting units so the entire 
working place is filled with smoke and 
fumes. 
> Children smoke emissions from burning 
of sand and molasses is very harmful for 
lings and breeds diseases related to 
respiratory system. 
> They sit for continuously with bended 
knees and only toes and knees touching 
the land. This posture affects blood 
circulation beyond knees and causes 
pain in legs as well as under 
development of area around ankles. 
> The make the filling mixture by 
temperature and the lighting in easting 
units is not appropriate. 
3. Polishing Items are washed in acid and then 
dried. 
Even after drying a small amount of acid 
particles are inhaled and its continuous 
accumulation leads to disease related to 
respiratory system such as asthma and 
tuberculosis. 
(Source: Sekar, 200?). 
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CHAPTER-5 
CONCLUSION 
Prevalence of child labour in any form is a curse and at the same time it is a socio-economic 
evil. It is a problem as serious as one can think. It may destroy the whole country and civilization. It 
may block the future development of the world as a whole. It is neither a new phenomena nor unique 
to India. The practice of child labour is as old as the history of mankind itself. It has existed in all the 
ages with varying degrees and magnitude. Even in ancient times in pre-industrial agricultural society 
it existed. In earlier times children were engaged in works in families, doing agricultural jobs and 
domestic chores. They were either required to help their parents in domestic work, grazing cattle and 
farming or earning for their parents in the labour market. But the evil effects of child labour were 
brought prominence only after the industrial revolution in England. It became rampant due to vast 
demand for manpower and capitalistic mode of production. With the advent of modem industrialism 
there came a tendency among the employers to have great profits at low costs. Hence, it has resulted 
in the child employment in large numbers in factories which still is a continuing process in spite of 
certain legislative laws regarding their age, hours of work, etc. not only in Moradabad in Uttar 
Pradesh but also in different parts of the country like Kerala, Andhra Pradesh. 
The problem of child labour is a global phenomenon. Even today it is not confined to the 
Third World Countries. It is more or less prevalent everywhere in the world, the difference, if any is 
only of degree or kind. It is saddening to note that India is the largest employer of child labour in the 
worid and has earned a dubious distinction of exploiting this human resource. According to the 
figures made available by the Registrar General of India in 2001, there were 12.66 million working 
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children (5-14 years) in our country as compared to 11.28 million in 1991. State wise distribution of 
child labour population in this age group shows that Uttar Pradesh 15.31 percent has the highest 
child labour population in the country, followed by Andhra Pradesh 10.83 percent, Rajasthan 10.03 
percent and Bihar 8.87 percent. In case of Moradabad there is no precise figure available for the 
number of child labourers involved in the brass industry. There were different estimates made by 
various NGQs as well as the state and district governments, la 198Q, a study was conducted by the 
district as well as few sociologists and economists like Kulshreshta and Sharma. The district 
government stated that there were only 5,000 child workers in the Brass Industry of Moradabad 
while Kulshreshta and Sharma stated that there were 24,000 child workers in Brass industry. But in 
the very same year that is in 1979-80, according to one study there were 70,000 workers in the brass 
industry out of which only 7,000-10,000 were the child workers. There was another report from 
NIDC which stated that out of total workers of 29,100 there were 7,566 child workers which is more 
than 25% of total workers in brass industry. While Neera Burra in the year 1989 conducted a study 
and stated that there were around 40,000 to 45,000 child labourers involved in brass industry of 
Moradabad. Another study which was made by "Peetal Majdoor Avam Karkhanedar Sangathan 
linked Hind Majdoor Sabha" stated that out of total number of workers employed (i.e. 3,01,000 ) as 
per the data of the year 2003-04 in the brass industry of Moradabad there were around 15,050 child 
workers that makes it almost 5% of the total workforce of the mentioned industry. The child workers 
may be paid or unpaid helpers but they do some of the jobs which even the adults find difficult to do. 
The condition is really very pathetic as the children are mostly forced into this industry and this all is 
just because of lack of primary and elementary education and as well as due to high rate of poverty 
in the state. More than 90 per cent of the child labour is engaged in rural areas in agriculture and 
allied employments like cultivation, agricultural labour, livestock, forestry and fishery. The 
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convention on the rights of the child recognizes that every child should have a right to education. In 
other words, many children in India are being deprived of this right. Conventionally, a working child 
is defined as one in the age group of 5 to 14 who is doing labour, either paid or unpaid. We have not 
yet been able to grapple with this shameful menace. Child labourers are mostly in unorganized sector 
in multifarious occupations. Sizeable populations of working children are engaged in health 
hazardous activities. Incidence of the child labour is higher in rural areas than the urban because of 
cheap labour supply. Magnitude of child labour varies from state to state due to variation in the 
levels of poverty, literacy and other such factors. It is the highest in Uttar Pradesh and the lowest in 
Kerala. Most of the working children are in a mentally very depressed state, they have to work in 
very unhealthy conditions and their master's attitude are always harsh. Their physical and mental 
developments are retarded. They are forced to work for longer hours at very low wages. 
The problem of child labour is deep seeded and deep rooted in our country including 
Moradabad (U.P.) due to various reasons. Child labour is cause and consequence of exploitative 
system prevailing not only at the national level but also at the international level. There are several 
causes for continuation of child labour in India including Moradabad (U.P.). But main causes are 
poor economic condition, traditional authority of father, inaccessible education system, forced 
bondage, general Indian attitude toward child labour, high fertility rate, lack of status of the child in 
the society, low level of adult and child literacy, lack of social security and cheapness of human 
labour. And at the same time the lack of vigilance of the society to see that all the laws enacted for 
betterment of the children are really enforced properly is not less responsible for continuation of 
child labour in India including Moradabad (U.P.). Most important factor is the socio-economic 
condition under which they are forced to work. Moreover, it is human nature to exploit the 
comparatively poor, destitute and neglected masses for their personal gain. But due to harsh 
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economic realities of the life of child labour, it is not possible to eliminate child labour, unless they 
are left in the streets to beg. Anatole France has observed: 
"Egalitarian law of the society forbids rich and poor alike to 
sleep under bridges, to beg in the streets and to steal bread". 
Constitutionally, we are committed to have and egalitarian society. So, according to Anatole 
France, in our society nobody can be left without food, clothes and shelter and no legislation for the 
welfare of child labour renders them to sleep empty stomach. Child labour practice causes 
unemployment for adult persons also. Insufficient utilization of labour power at lowest productivity 
level precludes full development of children's potentialities and ultimately harms economic 
development of a nation. Since children are the future hope of society, they are destined to play 
important role in shaping the destiny of the nation. Children of Moradabad working in the brass 
industry are not exceptions to this rule. 
Mass poverty and illiteracy are the breeding ground for child labour system. There is a 
positive correlation between poverty, illiteracy and child labour. It is quite evident that where there 
is poverty and illiteracy child labour problem exist. Kerala, where literacy is the highest in the 
country, child labour problem is almost non-existent there. Poverty along with illiteracy forces the 
children to work. These two important factors: poverty and illiteracy also form vicious circle of child 
labour and it perpetuates from generation to generation. Both these factors cause child labour and 
again child labour cause illiteracy and poverty ultimately and it continues. Besides, child labour is 
also linked with socio-economic and cultural factors: high fertility ratio, feudal structure of land 
system in the state, unemployment, industrial and agricultural backwardness, ignorance of the 
people, political apathy and ineffective or non-enforcement of legislation, etc. Thus, we find here a 
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cause and effect relationship. In fact, the phenomenon of child labour is so complex and deep-rooted 
in socio- economic and cultural fabric of our society that it may not be wise to rely and one single 
approach to dealing with it. Moreover, factor intensity and social conditions vary from one state to 
another state. Therefore, uniformed type of measures will not be helpful to tackle the situation. 
It is true that poverty is one of the main determinants of supply of child labour. Across the 
states, there is a very weak correlation between incidence of poverty and incidence of child labour. 
For example, poorer states such as Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, and Orissa have lower incidence of child 
labour. On the other hand, states such as Andhra Pradesh, Kamataka and Tamil Nadu had higher 
incidence. Moreover, child labour cannot reduce poverty, rather it perpetuates it. A child labour 
when grows up still remains unskilled and a badly paid worker. Children remaining out of school are 
an indicator of human poverty. It may not be same as income poverty. Kerala has 90 percent literacy 
and a small number of child labourers whereas its average per capita income is not so high. 
Compulsory primary education is strongly advocated as an important policy measure for 
ending child labour. Education increases a person's awareness about life around him, empowers him 
to make better choices, resists oppression and encourages meaningful participation in development. 
It is a principal instrument in awakening the child to cultural values, in preparing him for better 
professional training and in helping him to adjust normally to his environment. An educated citizen 
can meaningfully exercise his political rights, discharge social responsibilities satisfactorily and 
develop a spirit of tolerance and reform. Education is not only the greatest deterrent to the 
exploitation of children, but also a sound economic investment. It is a relevant aspect of human 
development in the context of child labourers. In 1996, Carol Bellamy, Director of the United 
Nations Children's Fund, released the annual State of the World's Children Report citing education 
as the single most important step in ending child labour. 
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If we compare education versus child labour in Kerala and Uttar Pradesh, we find that in 
Kerala where virtually all children attend school, there exists the lowest incidence of child labour. 
On the contrary, in Uttar Pradesh (including Moradabad), with one of the lowest school attendance 
percentages, the highest occurrences of child labour are found. This difference is not only true for 
Kerala and Uttar Pradesh, but for the whole country. 
Kerala has the lowest incidence of child labour and Uttar Pradesh has the highest. Uttar 
Pradesh is well below the mean on literacy rates and on primary and middle school enrollment. The 
Indian state of Kerala distinguishes itself from the rest of India with its educational system. The 
government of Kerala allocates more funds to education than any other state, with a per capita 
expenditure of 11.5 rupees compared to the Indian average of 7.8 rupees. In Bihar it was only 4.9 
rupees, in Orissa 4.3 rupees, and in Uttar Pradesh 5.4 rupees. It is not only the expenditure of more 
funds, but where the funds are used that makes the difference. Kerala spends more money on "mass 
education than colleges and universities". No correlation exists between expenditure on education 
and literacy when comparing different countries because some countries, such as India spend more 
funds on higher education than primary education. Kerala's emphasis on primary education has led 
to a dropout rate of close to 0 percent, a literacy rate of 94 percent for males and 86 percent for 
females and a low child work participation rate of 0.21 percent in (2001) compared to the Indian 
average. Weiner (1991) points out that "the Kerala government has made no special effort to end 
child labour. It is the expansion of the school system rather than the enforcement of labour 
legislation that has reduced the amount of child labour". This is best presented through the words of 
the Los Angeles Time editor who stated, Poverty is what forces children into the workplace. 
Education is a way out. Give them a chance instead of a hoe or a needle and thread. Therefore, 
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improvement in education presents a possible solution for the child labour problem in Moradabad 
(Uttar Pradesh) and perhaps for India as a whole. 
Studies have shown that improvement in education leads to diminishing child labour. An 
example is found, in 2001. Uttar Pradesh has the highest percentage of child labour. Earlier this 
position was held by Andhra Pradesh state in 1991 Census. At present Andhra Pradesh state has 
been making concerted efforts in enrolling all the children below 14 years of age into the education 
system. Andhra Pradesh was notorious for its poor literacy rates and high child labour rates, both 
main and marginal workers, as compare to the all-India averages in every age group. In fact, in 1961 
and up to 1991, Andhra Pradesh was in the same league as India's most educationally backward 
states, with very large percentages of children working as main and marginal workers. Andhra 
Pradesh was also known as the state with the highest percentage of child bonded labour. Since 1991, 
the state has made amazing progress towards universalizing elementary education as well as 
bringing down the number and percentage of children working in the age groups of five to nine years 
and ten to fourteen years in both rural and urban areas. The literacy rate for girls seven to fourteen 
age group has shot up by 71.46 percent between 1991 and 2001. Andhra Pradesh shows a dramatic 
decrease in the incidence of child labour (main and marginal) in the five to fourteen age group from 
10 percent in 1991 to 7.7 percent in 2001 which is a 23 percent decrease. 
The elimination of child labour and the "universalisation of elementary education" are 
regarded as 'inseparable processes' and the entire strategy is based on the norm that no child should 
work and all children should be in school. U N Convention on the Rights of the Child promotes child 
centered approach for education of children. It means providing a safe learning environment, free 
from exploitation and discrimination. It means developing a child's self-esteem, basic knowledge 
and life skill so that learning is positive and useful. For this, the educational infrastructure should be 
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strengthened by directing the curriculum towards more practical training which includes basic 
training in health, hygiene, nutrition and vocational skills, which would increase children's potential 
for employment and income, later in their life. In order to evolve this academic acumen in the child 
as well as in the family members, it is important to target and change the long standing traditional 
system of beliefs and values towards education and its implications for them. It is mandatory to 
change the attitude of people and society towards the gains accruing child's education through 
pervasive communication, breaking traditional myths and exemplifying concrete experiences of 
rehabilitation of child labourers from the states of Kerala and Andhra Pradesh. 
To achieve such relevant changes, it is important to mobilize the concerned actors on the 
scene, that is, the child, parents, employers, teachers and social workers. Regular meetings of these 
social actors are required to chalk out concrete steps so as to improve the enrolment rate of children, 
to prevent irregular school attendance and to develop active community participation in educational 
development. There are examples of such grass-root efforts where poor parents have made conscious 
effort to send their children to school. The best example is that of the M. Venkatarangaiya 
Foundation (MVF), an NGO in Andhra Pradesh, which has done pioneering work in rehabilitating 
more than 15,000 child labourers in about 500 villages of Andhra Pradesh. 
Finally, we can say that getting children to schools, or schools to children, is the first crucial 
step. To make this step viable, it is important to develop positive approach to education and to 
convince that education is the pre-condition for development. There is no point in providing good 
health services to children if they have to face the future uneducated. Education is a milestone that 
all children have to cross as in the case of other milestones of social, motor, and mental development 
at various stages of childhood. It is therefore, a life skill and a basic right. Uttar Pradesh (including 
Moradabad) having high incidence of child labour may learn from Kerala and Andhra Pradesh and 
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replicate feasible models of development in order to address the social problem of child labour. 
Government of Uttar Pradesh in association with NGOs within the framework of Public Private 
Partnership (PPP) is the ultimate choice for elimination of child labour. Strong "political will" 
beyond rhetoric will only make Uttar Pradesh a truly Uttam Pradesh in the twentyfirst century. 
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GLOSSARY 
Aftaaba 
Agarbatti 
Avam 
Bazaar 
Beedi 
Belan 
Bhartiyas 
Bhatti 
Caravan 
Chakla 
Chapati 
Charakwan 
Chelas 
Chilai 
Chimta 
Chitai and Ulchai 
Chudi katai 
Dalals 
Darja 
Darmayani 
Dhabas 
Dhalai 
surahi (earthen pitcher used for keeping water for 
drinking) 
incense sticks 
public 
market 
indigenous cigarette in which tobacco is rolled in a 
tendu leaf 
local wheat bread or chapatti roller 
recruiters or middlemen or brokers 
furnace 
a group of people 
base on which local wheat bread chapati is rolled 
wheat bread 
in which the pattern is in black or coloured lac and 
the background is brass. 
disciples 
scraping 
tongs 
Chitai is flowery decoration with gems and semi-
precious stones, with bones and sea shells and 
other materials. Ulchai is the thick variety of this. 
threading 
middlemen 
box moulding system 
moderate 
small way-side eating places 
moulding 
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Dhalaiya 
Ghadiya 
Ghadiyawala 
Ghantiyan 
Gharia 
Ghulam 
Gullak 
Kahad 
Kalai 
kalam 
Karhai 
Karigar 
karkhana 
Karkhanedar 
Katai 
Kathai 
Kathai-ka-kaam 
Lota 
Mahila Mandal 
Mamooli Jali 
Masala 
Mazdoor 
Mohalla 
Moti 
moulder 
crucible 
the person who melts the raw materials in the 
graphite crucible 
bells 
the Worker who melts the scrap in earthen mould is 
locally called as gharia. 
slave 
saving box 
waste 
muddy soil 
a steel pointed pencil 
frying pan 
artisan 
workshop, also used for a factory or multi- process 
unit 
owner of karkhana 
work on the jigger jolly machine 
a particular type of polishing work done 
polishing work 
water pot 
women cell 
ordinary net 
a term used for describing a mix of ingredients 
labourer 
residential locality, usually a closely clustered 
group of houses, in the older parts of cities and 
towns 
thick 
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Namakdaniyaan 
Naqashi 
Paan dan 
Pan 
Pankha 
Para 
Patilee 
Peetal 
Peetal Nagri 
Polishing Masala 
Pradesh 
Rozgar 
Sabha 
Sangathan 
Seth 
Shia qalam 
Suhaga 
Tehsil 
Thali 
Thateras 
Thekedar 
Ustad 
Uttam 
Yojana 
Zari 
vessels for keeping salt 
engraving 
befei piates 
betel 
hand wheel 
mercury 
small size cooking vessel/pot 
brass 
brass city 
emery powder 
province 
employment 
assembly 
organization 
money-lender 
decorative art 
borax powder 
an administrative unit of the district 
plate 
work at home and have to provide their own fuel, 
fluxes and the like, are paid contract wages 
according to the nature of the finished product. 
contractor 
master 
best 
plan 
gold thread embroidery 
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Photo A-1: Child Labour Working in Hazardous Condition 
In the above picture the boy is moulding the metal into the required shape by heating the metal under 
very high temperature which can be harmful to child's health as well as the body if it falls on any of 
his body part. His health deteriorates very fast. He is breathing in fumes from the furnace ten to 
twelve hours a day. Within a short time, he gets weak. His legs become absolutely skinny. 
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Photo A- II: Child Labour PoUshing Brass Products 
In this picture the boy is pohshing the brass articles. There is always possibility of getting injuries in 
the eyes and other parts of the body either due to flying dust particles or due to slipping of the metal 
piece being polished. Even after drying, a small amount of acid particles are inhaled and its 
continuous accumulation leads to disease related to respiratory system such as asthma and 
tuberculosis. 
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Photo A- III: Children Engaged in Welding Brass Products 
In the above picture children are welding the brass products. Workers are exposed to metal fumes 
with the consequent hazard of toxicity and metal fever. The plasma torch produces a considerable 
amount of metal fumes, ozone, nitrogen oxide and ultra-violet radiation and generates high level of 
noise. 
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Photo A- IV: A Child Working in Hazardous Conditions 
A ghadia wala is lifting the crucibles of molten brass from the furnace, \fghadia wala drops the 
ghadia (crucible) he will hurt and even loose his feet. 
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Photo A- V: A Child Working in Hazardous Conditions 
A ghadia wala is lifting tiie crucibles of molten brass from the furnace. If ghadia wala drops the 
ghadia (crucible) he will hurt and even loose his feet. 
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Photo A- VI: A Child Worker Doing the work ofdarja 
The clay used for moulding brass products known as kalai is typical to Moradabad. This clay soil is 
not found in any other parts of India. This is one of the reasons for traditionally Moradabad being 
famous for brassware products. This muddy soil is used for para method of moulding. These 
mouldings were prepared by the potters in accordance with the designs given by the artisans. The 
brass filled moulds were heated in foundry, and after heating, utensils are taken out for further 
processing. After the introduction of the darja method of moulding, potters have become redundant. 
But, by then, fine craftsmen had emerged to attract attention of the buyers. U is basically this 
tradition of craftsmanship that had earned the reputation of Moradabad. 
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Photo A- VII: A Child Worker Doing the work of darja 
According to the Moradabad Gazetteer, the original method of casting was done by the "Para 
method" by which the earthen moulds were used to give shape to molten metal. Around 1920 the 
"Darja" or box moulding method was introduced. However, by this method only small articles like 
handles and spouts are made. Metal casting or Founding involves the pouring of molten metal into 
the hollow inside of a heat resistant mould, which is outside or negative shape of the pattern of the 
desired metal object. 
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Photo A - VIII: A Child Sel l ing Gullak (Non-Hazardous Work) 
Boy Selling Gullak (Saving Box) on the streets. 
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Photo A- IX: A Rickshaw Puller Child Carrying Kabad (Waste) (Non-
Hazardous Work) 
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Photo A- X: A Rickshaw Puller Child Carrying a Girl Child Labour (Non-
Hazardous Work) 
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Appendix-B: Legal Perspective on Child Labour 
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India follows a pro-active policy towards tackling child labour problem. The concern for 
children in general and child labour in particular is reflected through the articles of the constitution 
of India as follows. 
Article -21 A 
Right to Education 
The State shall provide free and compulsory education to all children of the age of 6 to 14 
years in such manner as the State, by law, may determine. 
Article -23 
Prohibition of traffic in Human Beings and Forced Labour 
Traffic in human beings, beggar and other similar forms of forced labour are prohibited and 
any contravention of this provision shall be an offence punishable in accordance with law. 
Article -24 
Prohibition of employment of children in factories etc. 
No child below the age fourteen years shall be employed in work in any factory or mine or 
engaged in any other hazardous employment. 
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Article -39 (e) and (f) 
Directive Principles of State Policy 
The State shall, in particular, direct its policy towards securing: 
(e) That the health and strength of workers, men and women, and the tender age of children are not 
abused and that citizens are not forced by economic necessity to enter a vocation unsuited to their 
age or strength'. 
(f) That children are given opportunities and facilities to develop in a healthy manner and in 
conditions of freedom and dignity and that childhood and youth are protected against exploitation 
and against moral and material abandonment. 
Article -45 
Provision for Free and Compulsory Education for Children 
The state shall endeavour to provide, within a period often years from the commencement of 
this constitution, for free and compulsory education for all children until they complete the age of 
fourteen years. 
Article -51-1 
Provision of International Peace and Security 
The state shall endeavour to foster respect for international law and treaty obligations in the 
dealings of organized people with one another. 
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Child Labour Legislations in India 
Legislation relating to the regulation of child labour concentrates mainly on four basic issues, 
which are: 
1. minimum age for employment of children, 
2. a maximum period of work per day and forbidden work at night, 
3. prohibition of certain types of work for children, and 
4. medical examination of all working children. 
The Children (Pledging of Labour) Act, 1933 
This act defines "child" as a person under the age of 15 years. The Act prohibits the making 
of agreements to pledge the labour of children and the employment of children whose labour has 
been pledge. Any such agreement is void and penalties would be imposed for violation of the Act. 
The Employment of Children Act, 1938 
No child who has completed 15 years but not 17 shall be employed. 
The Factories Act, 1948 
A child who has completed 14 years or is an adolescent between 14 years shall not be 
required or allowed to work in a factory unless he possesses a certificate of fitness from a certifying 
surgeon. 
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The Minimum Wages Act, 1948 
This Act defines a child as a person below 15 years. It provides for minimum wages for 
children and apprentices. It also has provisions regarding hours of work (4 V-i. hours in the case of a 
child) and physical fitness. 
The Plantation Labour Act, 1951 
This act prohibits employment of children below 12 years of age. An adolescent who has 
completed his 15* year but not 18"^  year is required to obtain a certificate or fitness from a certifying 
surgeon to work in any plantation. 
The Mines Act, 1952 
Also defines a child as a person below 15 years. The Act not only prohibits the employment 
of children in mines, but also prohibits the presence of children in any part of the mine which is 
below ground or above ground where any mining operation is being carried on. A young person 
(between 16 to 18 years) is allowed to work in any part below ground if he as a medical certificate 
from a certifying surgeon about his fitness. 
The Merchant Shipping Act, 1958 
Bars employment in any capacity of a person below 15 years in a ship of less than two 
hundred ton gross, or a ship where other family members work. No person below age 18 can be a 
trimmer or stoker in any ship and all persons below 18 years require a medical certificate. 
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The Shops and Establishment Act 
Defines a child as a person below 12 years (different states have different age, generally 
below 14 year) and prohibits their employment in shops, commercial establishments, restaurants, 
hotels, etc. 
The Motor Transport Workers' Act, 1961 
According to this Act a child as a person below 15 years and their employment is prohibited. 
A person between 15 and 18 years can be employed after obtaining a certificate of fitness and can 
work only 6 hours a day with a half hour rest period and not between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m. 
Apprentices Act, 1961 
It prohibits employment of children below 14 years. A child more than 14 years below 18 
years is eligible for employment under the act. 
Atomic Energy Act, 1962 
Atomic Energy Act, 1962 has the minimum age as 18 years. 
The Beedi and Cigar Workers' Act, 1966 
It prohibits employment of children below 14 years. No young person (between 14 and 18 
years) shall be required or allowed to work except between 6 a.m. and 7 p.m. 
Radiation Protection Rules, 1971 
Person below 18 years cannot be employed under these rules. 
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The Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act, 1986 
The Act states right in the beginning that its aim is to 'prohibit the engagement of children in 
certain employment and to regulate the conditions of work of children in certain other 
employments'. According to this Act, the Employment of Children Act, 1938 is repealed. All rules 
made in this Act will be in addition to the provisions of the Factories Act, 1948, the Plantation 
Labour Act, 1951 and the Mines Act, 1952. According to this Act "child" means a person who has 
not completed his fourteenth years of age and their employment is prohibited in specified 
occupations or processes. It lays down a procedure to make additions to the schedule of prohibited 
occupations or processes. Regulates the working conditions of children in occupations where they 
are not prohibited from working. It lays down penalties for violation. 
(Sources: Shandilya and Shakeel, 2003: 87-91; Wal, 2006a: 22; Sekar, 2003: 10-11.) 
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